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(i)
1. ABSTRACT
Mine companies are experiencing a change in the political system of the country (South Africa). This political
change from apartheid government to the government of National Unity has brought about a totally different
system of government; this. change has led to the transformation of mines companies from employment section
to housing of mineworkers from their operation system, how ate the mine companies /honses dealing with this
change? Changes iu the political and economy of the gold mining in the 19705-19805 have prompted managemenr
to begin moving away from migratory labour and implementing alternative accommodation strategies for bl"ck
mine workers.
Inthis topic we will look at the different I alternative approaches for housing black mine workers and how they
can afforded housing in their nearby work place.
2. BACKGROUND
For too long black mine workers have suffered the worst kind of racial discrimination in housing, li::~'[in
overcrowded, single-sex hostels close to the mine, denied the right to live with their families, provided with the
minimum or DO community facilities and generally isolated from any surrounding communities. This is in Star~
contrast to the housing condition of white mine employees who enjoy family housing or decent single quarters
• generous subsidies and benefits and the full range of community facilities. This remnant of apartheid must not
continue; mineworkers must be supported in their choice of housing options, with particular focus on bringing
their fiunilies to live with them in areas allowing convenient access to economic cpportunides (NUM principles
and policies. nLl housing, section 9, appendix 8, pages 2-3).
While the provision of family accommodation remains a priority for many workers, th<::e is also a sizeable
constituency of migrants who will need decent. singie accommodation for some time to come. Any discussion of
accommodation in the mining industry bas to take the issues of the future of the migrant labour as a starting point.
There is also a need to continue to provide for their family's accommodation at home, whether that is in urban
areas in South Africa, or the neighbouring countries. The mining companies must make a base on IDecreation
of real options that allow workers to make choices of housing or accommodation for them.
3.PROBLEM
There are five problems which exist in the mining industry for accommodation of black mine workers :
1. The current situation is that the company owns the hostels and houses and rents them out to the workers,
workers do not have any say over the running of the hot:Sing.
2. Family housing, the only alternative finally to hostels, remains the preserve of a small elite. How can
the housing scheme of the mine companies benefit all the mine workers?
3. There are mire workers who like to move with their families to the cities, but, given the "status quo" of,
the mine accommodation! housing, this is impossible.
(ii)
.l. The reaction of black mine VI rkers to management of these mine companies benefit all the mine
workers bas been less than enthusiastic. The top-down, non-consultative strategies of housing delivery
are clearly inappropriate and inaccessible to the mass of black mines.
5. No corporation has committed itself to the dismantling of the compounds completely.
4. PURPOSE OF THE STIffiY
The purpose the this study is to ;
1. Formulate a long-term planning stnltegy regarding the housing of black mineworkers, and to ensure that
there is a wide range of flexible. low-cost housing options to meet the needs of the workers, this includes
single and/or family accommodation of decent standards and a choice of tenure options that will allow
mineworkers freedom of choice. TIlls includes rental, individual home-ownership and social housing.
2. To ensure that there is effective participation of workers in all aspects of housing and acconu cdation
decision»,
3. To see how the mineworkers can benefit from the govemment houslng policy.
4. Some companies have begun paying a living-out oj llowance to mines who do not want to live in hostels.
This allowance is equivalent to the cost of housing and feeding the migrant in the hostel. How can tIlls
allowance be used 10 develop a sustainable house for a mine worker?
5. METHODOLOGY
a. Literature review
TIle history of mine housing
The history of low cost housing in South Africa
The planning method available to the Planner
The alternative planning approach for mine housing
Housing straiegy for low-income mines
Recommendations and conclusion
6. STRUCTIJRE OF DISCQlJ.RSE
This discourse is divided into eight chapters. The first chapter looks at the compound system in the gold mines
18905 • 19805; Chapter Two came up with the restructuring of the compound system 1970s - 1990s. Chapter
Three looks at the theoretical background of low-cost housing in South Africa. Chapter Fourt Came up with an
affordable housing strategy for low-income mineworkers (co-operative housing). Chapter Five reviews planning
approaches. which can assist the planner in decision-making and Chapter Six came up with a planning approach
which can be used by the mine company to deliver housing for low-income workers and Chapter Seven looks at
the case study CarletonviUe (Blandsrand Mine) and the last chapter came up with recommendations for mine
housing, and conclusion of the discourse.,
1CHAPTER i
THE COMPOUND SYSTEM...IN.TIlE.....MINES.
(l890s-mOs).
A. INTBODUCTION/BACKGROmm
When diamond mining started in Kimberley in 1867, t.he first migrant miners were from Matabeleland. Gold
mining started in the 18865 and thousands of men became migrant workers. Most of them were African farmers
who stayed in the reserves (later called homelands) and tearby foreign countries. They lett their land and families
for a period of 6 to 12 months on contract with the mines to come and work for wages in the mines. African
migrants could not settle with their families ill the so-called "white area" towns of South Africa.
There were a number of reasons for this:
1. Firstly, their wages were tOOlow. African miners were paid JUStenough to support a single man in town
and not a family. The land in the reserves had to support the migrants family.
2. Secondly. there were no houses for black miners' families on the mines. TIle miners themselves Slept
in compounds.
3. Thirdly, the pass laws would not allow migrant workers to settle with their families in the "white man
area" towns.
As the years went by, the mine owrers began to see that the migrant labour system suited them very well. It was
cheaper to feed and house just one worker in the compound instead of paying wages to support a whole family
in the towns. Mine owners wanted African workers. but they did not want African families around them (miner
workers). They wanted the families to stay behind in. the reserves.
TIle black migrant labour system was cheaper fur the mines. The Chamber of Mines did nr have to build honses
for the families of unskilled labours. The Chamber of Mines did not have to wctry about building schools and
hospital for old people, women and children and other community facilities. The people in the reserve:'; would
have to look after themselves through subslsrecce farming, so the role of the mines in the mine was [0 dig for gold
and. after the 6-12 month contract expired. he had to go back to the reserve (homeland) Or to his neighbouring
country.
THE COMfQ!JND SYSTEM
The mine owners built compounds to house, contain and control their African employees from the late 189OS.
The compounds were not new to South Africa; mine owners had developed the compound system in the diamond
mines of Kimberley. In this compound a!1 the workers were housed in large buildings next to the mine, where
Africa workers ate and slept together. One of the functions of compounds has been seen to be the 10 control mine
workers in the mines.
(See Figure 1)
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2CHARACTERISTIC OF A COMPQJ.INILSYS.I.E.
Life in the compounds was very different from the reserve/village life at home. There was no privacy anywhere
in the compound. The toilets were nothing but a long bench with holes where 20 ruen could relieve themselves
at the same time. Washing was also a public business and, in the rooms the men dressed and undressed in full
view of each other. The lights were left on all night, because of different shifts that the workers had. In the
compound/hostel there is no privacy in the rooms nor in the open lavatories. nor in the shower rooms. It is against
rhe tradition that a son sees his father naked or On the toilet. But hostel life has forcefully changed that. (From
Another Blanket. published by AIM). (This article is taken from Callinicos, L. Gold and Workers, Ravan Press,
A People's History of South Africa, Vol .1, 1981). (See Figure 1).
B. PATER"fALlSM
Paternalism on the mines eruails the provision of accommodation, food, health and recreational facilities by mine
management to migrant workers.
L E.QQ.D
TIle compound was supposed to provide most of the food for the workers needed to stay alive. TIle Chamber of
Mines Il' (de an agreement with the mining companies that the rations should be the same in all the compounds.
There Was not enough food for doing hard manual labour for ten hours or more every shift. To keep up their
strength, the workers had to buy their own food out of their low wages, only men who could show their stamped
tickets were given meat and bread or porridge (pap), so food was used as a means of controlling labour. A
stamped ticket was supposed to show that the worker had done his assigned load of work for the day.
2. LEISURE TIME
In those early mining years compound mine workers had very little spare time, often they were so tired after a
shift unlergrourd that they spent thelr space time sleeping, According to One compound manager, miners should
either be "working", resting or in hospital. In later years, managers began to organize the space time of the
compound workers "to keep them out vf trouble". Tribal dance and competitions were arranged, one group
against the other. The dancing gave many workers great pleasure and a chance to express themselves, but it also
kept alive the tribal divisions in the compounds. Compounds workers were migrant workers, their families far
away. In the compound they saw only other workers.
(See Figure 2).
3. YOUOR .\S A FORMOF CONTROL
When the gold mires first started, liquor was given to recruits to tempt them to work in the mines. Mine owners
began to invest in the liquor industry, and in the early years, many mine managers had a policy of rewarding hard
Relaxing \1(\ it Sunduy doing bead wort
FIGURE 2 (Source :Callonicas L: 1981)
workers with a "tot" at the end of a shift. Mine owners suddenly became concerned with the morals, heahh and safety
of their workers. They began to support the campaign for the banning of liquor to Africa workers.
C. ADMINISTRATION STRUCTURE IN nm COMPOUND 'M'INE.
The compounds represented u carefully worked out system of control, There were people in charge at every level to
watch over the workers and to make sure that the syslern worked smoothly.
a. THE COMPOUND MANAGER
The compound manager Was required to maintain law and order in his compound and was respc for discipline
underground as well ns on the surface. He usually had under him a sectional or assistant comp, J manager, and
underground native (black) supervisor mid a native (black) controller. His power was exercised through the "compound
police".
b. THE tNDUNA
The induna was appointed by the compound manager. The induna lived in.his own room, and received higher wages
than the African workers. lind extra beer and meat. The job of the induna was to keep order amongst the workers and
settle their quarrels. Some indunas saw themselves as chiefs, but often workers did not accept the induna because he
was chosen by the manager.
c. COMPOUND POLICEMEN
These were appointed by the compound manager. They were allowed to carry knobkerries or sticks and they quadded
the compound gale and controlled the queues to the kitchen and the washing room. They had to wake up the workers
in time for tile next shift and help the induna 10 settle quarrels, acting £IS his advisers or councillors, They were given
the power to search rooms tor stolen goods, alcohol. dagga or dangerous weapons, In many compounds the compound
policemen had the power to detain workers and were paid extra money for their jobs, but lived with the workers.
d, THE SmONDA
In each room a Sibonda WIIS chosen by his foo.mmates 10 keep order in the room. Be would give tasks to each person
in the room so that it was kept clean and tidy, he would settle small quarrels in the room. The sibonda WIIS responsible
to his room mates and did not get the higher wages or other privileges for his job, he spoke for his room.mates if'there
WIIS any complaint,
e. TIlE WORKERS
There were about 3000 men in each compound, The workers were divided into three main language groups:
L Sothos
2. Xhosa •
43. Shangaan
Workers of one language group had very little to do with other workers in the compound. They ate and slept
separately.
Both the indunas and the policemen had some power because they were the manager's men. They had to satisfy
the manager rather chanthe workers. But they would sometimes playa double role - they would promise 10 help
a worker in trouble by speaking to chemanager, usually the worker would have to pay for this service. It was a
common practice [0 appoint Zulu policemen. TIle compound workers were divided into Jifferent language groups,
but nearly all the men hated the compound police. This hatred of Zulu served the managers very well; as one
government official said : "The inter-tribal jealousies have always rendered it possible as the last resort to protect
Europeans by making one tribe fight against another. Every compound had its deteudon room where workers
could be handcuffed and lacked up.
(See Figure 3).
O. THE Cm.lPOl1ND SYSTEM
Why were compounds set up in the gold mines?
InKimberley the compound system prevented stealing, but gold could not be stolen out of the rock, in the same
way as diamonds. The Rand mire-owners therefore did not need compounds [0 prevent stealing. Nevertheless the
compound system had so many other advantages for the diamond mine owners that the gold min owners
(Chamber of Mines) decided to use the system as well. There are at least five main reasons for this :
1. CHEAf \lANUALLAHOUR
Most workers weru to die mines to earn money to support themselves and their families on the land. They needed
their wage to survive. the mine owners, on the other hand, wanted the mines to produce as much gold as possible,
they wanted to make big profits, but gold ruining in the Witswatersrand was expensive and the price of gold was
fixed. To make big profit, mine owners had to cut down on their costs, to save money somewhere. How did they
save money? The ouly way mine owners could save money on their costs was to use cheap manual labour in order
to employ African migrant workers, they had to offer accommodation,
2. COST CUTIING
Mine owners paid compound workers low wages. They were able to pay such low wages because they could
argue that they housed and fed the workers in large numbers, The workers did not actually pay for living in the
compounds, they received lower wages instead. So the compound system saved the mine owners a lot of money,
It was quite chea 1 for the mines to provide space for large number of workers to sleep in. It was cheap to give
them a diet of pap and sometimes meat. Itwould cost a worker more to rent a room himself, buy his own food
and pay for transport. Life in the compounds was hard, nevertheless. the system claimed to save the workers
money, it saved the mine owners a lot more money.
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53. .L.QW AnSENrEEl5M
There was another reason why mine-owners liked the compound system. the men in compounds worked mare
regularly because they could be watchedmare carefully. Before the compound system, more than a quarter of the
workers would stay away from work on any On! day, but the compound system resulted in over 90 percent of the
workers going to work every day.
In the compounds. fewer workers ran away, they were not allowed to leave until they had finished their contracts,
contracts on the mines were usually for 6- 12 months. The compounds were carefully guarded. Workers who
stayed and worked for the mines for 6-12 months also became more experienced: They learnt to work more
quickly and more gold was produced.
4. .c.QNTROI. OF WORKERS
For the mine owners, the most useful thing about the compound system was that it kept tight control of workers.
If workers gave trouble or tried to resist their low wages or conditions at work, it was easy for the army and the
police to surround the compowxl and imprison the workers with theirs guns. The government itself recommended
that the compounds be used as places of control and punishment like prison (government commission of enquiry
advised in 1913).
5. PREVENTED UNIONIZATION OF THE BLACK LA80UR FORCE
The compound system prevented resistance from workers in a number of way:
1. It was easier to find out who the organizer were in a compound.
2. It was easier to stop workers in all the compounds from knowing that there was trouble outside the
compounds,
In short, Compounds separated the mineworkers from other workers. controlled the workers and turned workers
into labour machines. Compounds therefore made workers more profitable to the mine owners.
E. STRUCTIJRE QE..TIJE COMPOUND SYSTEM
There was a channel of communication in each compound.
(See Figure 4).
EMPLOYMENT ON THE GOm MINES fl220-122!)..s).
1. THE RECRUITING SYStEM
In 1901 the Chamber of Mines set up a recruiting organization known as the WitWatersrand Native Labour
Association (WNLA). The WNLA sent agents to villages all over southern Africa, as far as North Zambia,
Tanzania and Malawi, along the east coast of Mozambique, and also to Lesotho, Swaziland and Botswana. In
1912 the Chamber of Mines also started the Native Recruiting Corporation. The NRC recruited blacks from
within South Africa, in 1977 the NRC was renamed The Employment Bureau of Africa (TEBA) •
Formal organizational structure of a typical gold mine, _1975.
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6(Luli Callinicos, 1980 : 34-35j.
2. NUMBER OF EMPLOYMENTS IN THE GOLD M1NES
(Diagrams from 1910-1969 and the second diagram from 1970-1990) (See Figure 5).
3, HOUSING OF MINE WORKERS
The vast majority of black workers are housed in compounds or hostels where the men live in dormitories. Only
1% of the black miners were allowed to bring their families with them, the number of men in a single compound
or hostel varies from ~l,400 to 7,000 and the number in each room vary from 12 to 20 on mines built during the
1930s to between 60 and 90 in those mines developed before the First World War. At the end of 1964, 51% of
the black labour was living in hostels built after 1945, while 19% was living in compounds built before the First
World War. In 1969 the proportions were 71 % and l5%respectively. The I% fraction of the black labour force
which lives in family lIDusing on the mines work mainly in secretarial and administrative posts, their housing was
estimated to COSt RUO a year in 19605. Until the 1980s Africa workers all shared the same hostel accommodation,
greater class differentiation at the workplace was no! accompanied by diversified housing policies.
For whites the situation is somewhat different. In the older mines, the mining companies have never attempted
to house all their workers. most of whom except for a few key men, live in the surrounding suburbs. But in the
new mines, situated far from the main urban centres, !he companies found i~necessary to build houses. indeed
whole towns for their white employees, The exact namre of the subsidy varies trom group to group and from mine
to mire, but it is generally true to say that all the mines in the areas developed after 1945 provide housing for the
great majority of their white employees at rentals far below the cost price, The minimum cost of building such
a house had been R5ooo, By 1965 this group provided six (6) main typea of houses for their white employees
in the Orange Free state, with a tax-free subsidy which varied between R41 a mouru for the cottages and flats
available to days pay men, and R330 a month for the mine manager blouse. Similar subsidies were available on
the new mines of all other group. Rent actually paid by those living in the hOUSeSvaried between RIO and R20
a month. At a conservative estimate, the average housing subsidy for all white employees on the mines developed
after the Second World War was R512 a year, tax free.
4. EARNINGS
Figure 6.
Figure 6 shows the average annual cash incomes of black and whites workings in the gold mines over the period
1911-to-1969,
The cash earnings ,strucmre, over much of the period under consideration, was first established in 1927 by the
mining incr'\StryArbitration Board which WdS asked to examine certain wage demands made to the gold producer's
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APPENDIX 3, EMPLOYMENT ON GOLD MINES'
Index
(1936 .. 100)
Ratio
Date Whiteb Black" White Black Bl3ck:\Vhite Remarks
1910 23.621 183.793 67 6~ 1'8:1
IgII 24.746 190,137 70 64 7'7:1 Mines and Works Act
191'1 23,867 192,767 6, 6S 8'1:1
1913 23,179 IB.f;BI2 66 62 B'oa Whiic miners' strike
1914- 21.164 169,385 60 57 8'oa Black labour unr 'I
1915 22,oBo 1950426 62 66 8'g:I
19i6 :!2,J29 203.666 63 69 9'r:l
1917 22,475 183,304 64 62 B'2:1
1918 :1.2,764 1;9,628 6", 60 7'9:1 Slaw, Qua Agreement
.1919 23.179 171,326 66 58 7'4:r
19:0 22,lg8 176,057 63 59 7'9!l Black minors' strike
1921 2:,036 172,69+ S9 58 8-2:~
19:12 1.1.207 161,351 40 54 tt'4:t R~nd rebellion
1923 17,727 177,855. 50 60 IO'O:r
1924 18,457 118,395 52 60 9'7:1
Ig:iS 19.263 17,\,539 54 S9 9'1 !I
1926 19,713 lBI,S71 S6 61 9'2:1
192" \10,765 1~6;407 59 63 9'0;1
19;18 21,701 196,660 61 66 9' !:I
19~9 :11,949 193,2::'1 6::- 6S 8,8a
1930 ::2,n:: 202,n8 63 68 9-t:I
1931 2~,654 ~IO,238 61- 71 9'3:X
23.448 66 Sharp increase in gold price ~'I1932 217,7'14 73 9'3:1 r1933 25,218 2~9,G96 71 77 9'1:1 SI
1934 28,334 249,200 80 84 8,8a
';(1935 31,8g8 273.218 90 9= 8-6:11936 3S.:m 291.441 100 100 a'sa
1937 38,327 303,087 108 102 8'oa
1938 40,793 316,B6~ tIS 107 7'9;l
1939 43,183 321,400- 122 lOS 7'5:1
1940 4~,852 351,820 12.1 188 S'31I Increase in black labour supply
1941 41,424 368,417 Il7 124 9'Oll
1942 40,555 357.573 115 uo B'9:1
.1943 38.508 306,285 109 103 8'0:1
19# 37,166 2970591 lOS 100 S't:l
1945 36,328 307,291 103 103 8'sa
194Q 39,6·12 304,782 112 tOJ 7'711 Black miners' strike
1947 38,8~9 295,867 lIO 100 7'7:1
1948 3~.019 279,218 Ito 94 7'3:1
1949 39.527 294,180 II 2- 99 7'5:1 Shorp increase in gold price
1950 43,109 305,165 12::1 103 7'2:1
1951 +h291 298,754 125 tee 6'9:1 Acute short.gt of black labour
1952 45,105 298,98(1 u1 101 6'8:1
1953 46.355 290,96~ 131 98 6-4:1
1954 47,967 JI4,399 136 106 6'711
1955 49,266 3z7t47S 139 110 6'1a
1956 49.469 336,215 140 113 6,B:I
1937 47,903 335,°98 135 113 TOll
1958 47,303 339,867 134 lI.j_ 7'~:1
1959 48,600 380,473 137 128 1'7:1 Large influx of black labour
1960 49,688 3B7.577 qo 130 7'7:1
1961 49,144 399;009 139 134 8'1 :1
1962 48.639 392>733 137 13z 8'1:1
1963 47,352 381,44° 1M 128 S'I:I
1964 45.774 380,949 129 I~8 S'3:1 First oflicilll attempt to case
colour bar (since 19~2-)
1965 H,ISI 375.329 125 126 S'S:l
1966 43.439 370,469 123 I:lS 8'5a
1967 42.~96 361,893 120 122 8,6:1
1968 40,491 368,135 It.~ 1~4 9'1: 1
1969 39,660 364,151 ItZ 122- g'2:1
'l\!embers of the Chamber of Mines.
~Figures for 1940-5 exclude SOme 5,000 men on full-time national service,
• These figures include small numbers of Coloured and Indian workers.Jn 1936. 0,6% of the tOlnt
labour force was Coloured and 0'05% was Indian, In 1968 the fisures were 0'09% and O'OO7~{,
respectively,
SOURCES: 'r,C.M. Annunl Repnm and O,M,E, Annu~r Reports.
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7Committee by the Mine Workers' Union and the Reduction Workers Association (white unions). This LUCAS
award (named after the chairman of the board) laid down the minimum rates of wages of employees in occupation
covered by the two unions, and in the same year arbitrators laid down the minimun rates for mechanics, engine
drivers and associated workers. After 1927 there were considerable changes in the minimun rates, but much of
the subsequent increase LIJ.white earning was through the introduction and increase of allowances such as those
for leave and the cost of living (Francis Wilson 1972:page 45).
In 1970, African workers earned R16 per month, while on average white workers earned R337 per month.
Between 1974 and 1987, the average wage of grade one to eight workers increased rapidly and steadily. In 1973,
the real average wage of black workers was around R300 per month (1990 prices). By 1987, this average had
increased to R853 per month. Since then, this figure has dropped slightly, throughout the early 1990's, the real
average wage at 1990 prices settled between the R820 and R830 mark. In 1991, the average wage on the gold
mines was R845 pet month compared to R1043 per month in manufacturing, and the average wage for whites in
gold mining was R4253 per month, and for whites in manufacturing, the average was R2S52 per month (Jonny
Steinberg & Gay Seidman, 1995: pages 19-20).
CONCLUSION
Any attempt to compare the relative movement of black and white earnings in the gold mining industry involves
a number of difficulties. At no stage in the production process do blacks and white officially do the same jobs.
Thus any comparison of earnings has to take into account the different skill distributions of the occupations filled
by the two groups. It is generally true to say that whites hold skilled and semi-skilled jobs while blacks do semi-
skilled and unskilled work; there are nevertheless many blacks, particularly in the supervisory class, who are
considerably more skilled than whites who rank above them. Nor is one able to find out the relative earnings in
those few occupations where blacks and whites do almost identical jobs such as driving locomotives. Because of
the political changes in the 1970s to 1980s the mire companies have to change their migrant labour system. They
had to change their accommodation system from compound system to a hostel system, and stan to introduce home
ownership schemes for all the mine workers. This will be discussed in the follOwing chapter.
8CHAPTERZ
A. RESTRUCTURING OF THE COMPOUND SYSTEM (l9'7()s - 192Qs)
A majority almost 99 percent of Africa miners live in the compounds, these are single sex-quarters located close
to mine shafts and they service the labour needs of individual mines. These compounds combined basic and
primitive facilities with large rooms, in some instances accommodating up to 20 miners in their public space, no
private ablution, toilers facilities, electricity and minimal, modest service provision (Wilson 1972, 57).
Corporate embarrassment about compound life, brought about in part by a number of academic studies published
inthe 19705(Wilt;Un1912, Johnstone 1976,Websten 1978, Lipton 1980), motivated the mining houses to reform
and improve the mine residence aOO substantial~1lIl1Sof money were pumped into upgrading and as Lipton (1980:
95) put it "ameliorating the condition of mine life", Room size and propinquity were reduced, private ablution
and toilet facilities provided, electricity was supplied and recreation and bar facilities became part of the hostel
environment. The compounds were modernized quite considerably in the 19705 and parr of this modernization
was a "HOSTEL", The modernization of the compound did nothing however to alter irs basis social character as
an institution.
1. The hostel remained, in the first instance, an efficient mobilizer of labour, usually sbated within
walking dist; ce of the mine shaft. African miners could be called to a shift "en masse" at the most
awkward times around the clock. TIle hostel eliminated mine management's anxiety in !his regard, for
the hostel residents are collectively roused and called to a shift.
2. A related benefit oftbe hostel is the ability to mass feed the workforce. Wilson (1972:57) argues in the
case of South Africa's Gold industry that mines feed their labour forces, not because it was
cheaper, but because it more or less guaranteed a physically competent workforce.
Normally mine hostels are run and administered by mine managemeur, Hostel staff are responsible for the
preparation and serving of food, the physical maintenance of facilities and the provision of essential services. The
hostels in them were single-storey rectangular buildings with small windows which, as in prisons, were too high
to be reached or seen through. Each compound room accommodated from 40 to 100 mineworkers,
Hostels are a euphemism in South Africa for single-sex labour compounds, constructed to house Africans ,\\ilO
were, until 1986 when the pass laws were repealed, only permitted to reside iu the urban areas U to minister to
the needs of the white man and to deparr there from as soon as they ceases so to minister" (Stallard principle
quoted inWilson ami Ramphele 1989: 192).
The exclusion of families from this space furthermore denies the reality of these hostels as dom-sdc space, for
the majority of hostels dwellers, hostels have until recently represented non-decision areas. The blurring of
boundaries between working space and living space, as well as the nature of these space, raises the question of
the extent to which hostels can be conceived of as total institutions,
9B. THE TRADITIONAL AUTIiOlUTY STRUCTIJRE
Hostel administration and governance is regulated under provisions published in the Government Gazette of 14
Jure 1968, Whichprovides for a hostel superintendent to set up a structure to assist him in managing these hostels.
The primary function was to control movement in and out of these places and to minimize conflict between
inmates (see Thomas, 1981).
Hostel residents have over the years been excluded from effective participation in the political and economic
institutions of South Africa, bur in addition, the lives of mine workers have been separated into mutually exclusive
enclaves and their living space, the single-sex hostels "are neither acknowledged as legitimate extensions of the
working environment non defined as domestic space accessible to the families of those living there. In the mid
1970s the mire hostels were racked by recurrent vlolerce and disorder, Although the causes of mine conflict were
complex, most observers agreed that the migrant labour system itself was heavily implicated, and that
dissatisfaction with hostel accommodation Was one of the major contributors to the problem.
The hugest mining corporations responded by upgrading some of their oldest hostels. building mare rental
housing units for married workers and designing new hostels in such a way that. they could later be converted into
married quarters, The Importarce of housing issues increased with the unionisation of the workforce in the 19805.
(See Figure 1).
Various reforms enacted by the state in the cady 1980s significantly changed the housing policies of mine
management, In 1983 the state finally recognized the permearce of African urbanisation, and introduced a 99-year
leasehold system of tenure, TIle implications of this were that mining corporations could encourage their workers
to buy rather than temporarily rent urban property. In 1986 the state abandoned may of its formal influx control
regulations. This meant that for the first time South Africa mineworkers could legally settle with their families
in the townships, close to the mines and Were no longer restricted to single-sex hostel iife.
C. INTRODUCTIOt
As a result of these changes, and because of considerable pressure from labour, mining corporations began to
implement new housing policies. One. SUchpolicy was:
1. !NTRQDUCTION OF HOME-OWNERSHIP SCHEMES
This involved either the development of a new village on mine property or more preferable, negotiations with
courcils in existing township near the mines for additional land for housing development. The mine would then
encourage construction companies to build houses on this Iand for subsequent sale to qualifying mi1leworkets.
ttl terms of the scheme, the corporation secured agreements with building contracts for the construction of formal
housing (Laburn-Reart, 1992). House prices ranged from R20 000 to :R80 000. The corporation provided a
heavily subsidized, mortgage, reduced deposits from 5 percent to 2,5 percent of the purchase price, and pegged
-
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interest rates at 5 percent (paid off over 20 years). Workers were liable for the down payments of R500 On a R20
0000 house regular monthly mOrtgage payments, property taxes and maintenance costs. On termination of
employment, the subsidies anl benefits would fall away j leaving the home-owners with the option to sell or repay
the collateral as well as the mortgage at market rates (13 to 19%).
The early result of the home-ownership scheme fell for short of management'S optimistic forecasts. By October
1990 only 2 % of the corporation workers had joined the scheme.
There are a number of possible reasons for this :
1. The reaction of black mineworkers to management has heen than enthusiastic. Top-down, non-
consultative strategies of housing delivery are clearly inappropriate and inaccessible to the mass of
mines.
2. The second and most obvious one is afford ability. Given the notoriously low wages paid by .the
industry, even a very basic R20 000 house is too expensive for most mineworkers. In 1990 a NUM
survey showed that 86% of the mine workforce could not afford the minimum price.
3. Another reason for the slow response to home buying is liaked to the burden of the past. Hostels are
part of this legacy of racial discrimination and economic exploitation, As a direct result of these
discriminatory policies, neither the state nor the corporate economy felt obliged to provide housing or
welfare benefits for families of migrant workers "temporary sojourns" in urban areas. Under these
circumstances, a culture of freehold, individual property ownership tailed to develop among migrants
and their families.
4. The major reason for the failure of the scheme was the absence of consultation and participation, the
continuing disempowerment of those most affected by the policy.
SOIDenUning houses hoped that subsidized home-ownership schemes would eventually lead to the depopulation
of existing hostels, but fOJ: most, as long as there Were single labourers seeking temporary work away from home,
hostels would continue to be feature of mining life.
D. HOSTEL; GOWMINE HOSTEL
The gold-mining group which owns the mine had made houses on mine property available to some black
employees after the repeal of the Group Areas Act; the rest stayed in hostels where they did not pay rent and were
given free meals at a central dining hall. Living conditions varied according to the type of hostel room.
(See Figure 8).
TYPe A
the oldest room or compound housed 16 people on double concrete structure, which were used as beds. Each
room had electricity, lights and a small.cupboard, The ablution facilities were of a vely low standard. Toilets had
a central flushing system, and showers shared one water inlet. There were no partitions, doors or taps in the
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showers and the toilets had a pervasive foul smell.
TYPES
In the newest rooms. 16 people shared a room which was equipped with bunk beds. and lockers. These rooms were
adjacent to communal areas which served two rooms or 32 people. The ablution facilities were the same as those
provided for type A room.
mE_C
In the newest room four people shared a room and communal are. Type C rooms had built on ablution facilities
(senring several rooms) each equipped with two showers. two toilets. rwo urinals and two basins. These facilities
Were dean and functional.
(See Figure 8).
fROBLEMS WITH THE HOSTELS SYSTEM
1. Overcrowding
2. Separation from family
3. No privacy
4. No place for visitors
The only positive th,ing abaur the hostels is that they are close to work and friendship with other worker.
AU residents were able to cook their own food or eat at the dinning hall which prepared food centrally. Food was
served by the mine company's catering department according to meDUSchosen by the residents, Residents
resenied the dehumanising effect the hostel had on them. They wanted accommodation which matched the standard
of living enjoyed by white mine workers and which allowed them to stay with their families.
Since the 19808 the induna system bas been gradually dismantled, making way for new structure such as elected
boards of representatives and governors which attempts 1.0 manager hostels on a democratic basis.
While there are numerous cozstraints on .improving productivity levels on South Africa mines, one argument put.
forward by the mining industry is that productivity would increase if migrant workers were stabilized in family
accommodation. Absenteeism is lower among mines housed in family accommodation than among hostel dwellers.
Despite the drawbacks of paternalLsm, I.D-ining houses seem to be reluctant to change the hostel system owing to
cost constraints. The industry is however considering giving mineworkers more choice by granting them an all-
inclusive wage, and allowing them to decide where to rent accommodation and obtain food, the present structure
of accommodation for mineworkers in the mines are :
1. Hostel
2. Married housing
\
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·\r I.uruine mine the Compally has up!,!radedthe ablutio~ ~f:.l-dltics. But ther~ :Ir~ no
I llJ1!,;radc or comersiun. One hostel houses ;1!JOll( : 1)00 people, \\ it h I b -::'.0 miners per room.
h :I)nl~ h ave double and triple d kc I ,.' f ., e ecxcr llH!,,,, till roo s, and people e.it nud sleep ill the same room.
Rourns are not partitioned.
- -----_._---- -~ -----~---.-
Hostels
' ..
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An old-style ablution ock at Harries. Workers wash in one long with about 32 workers to
one bathroom. Some bathroom facilities have been upgraded - but nothing else at the hostel has
___ bee~"upgrad=?:..._. . ..• :i
~--~~-.- -'--.--~~-----:.~ .,...T;T",-C: Q .(
; The inside of the single hostel quarters at Hartebeesfcntein Gold Mine (Harties). There are 10 ~ 12
men per room. in all old hostel built in !959. There are no plans 3S yet to upgrade.
f .~
with 2 matrresses on the floor. and a." -,- ..;-""
Hostels
Til t! ins ide of a hostel at S_-\.. Coal Estate. The hostel has been upgraded with each section having
.~- 5 rooms which are sub-divided by a wall, There are 2 beds in each room. with steel cupboards.
Hostels
pgra at Freddies Mine, The company is reducing the number of beds in single
quarters. The mine is working towards a maximum of 9 workers per room. The room is partltion
with 3 beds in each partitioned room.
(Source :NUM 's Principles and Policies on Housing)
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3. Home-owners
4. Living-out
5. Visitors' quarters
Most migrant workers on the mines are employed in unskilled or semi-skilled job "career miners", The gold-
mining industry, which is the largest single employer in the mining industry, remains largely labour intensive,
over 97 % of the workforce of 500,000 live in these single- sex, regimented barracks, changes in the political
economy of gold mining in the 1970s and 1980s have prompted management co begin moving away from
migratory labour and implementing alternative accommodation strategies for black mine workers. Prior to 1986,
when the mining houses instituted no housing assistance for African mires, only White miners received assistance
for family housing from employers. This took the form of either renting subsidized family housing on or off mine
property, receiving a subsidy for the purchase of a house in a suburb where a mine is located near a town, most
mining houses provide African miners with the same options.
Mineworker attitudes towards housing Anglo America, 1986 (See Figure 9).
E. lYHAT KEEPS IHE MIGRANT WORKERS IN HOStELS?
1. The high cost of providing family accommodadon is another serious obstacle, particularly tor the mining
industry, which argues that it is hard-pressed to pnd the frame for housing development.
2. Wage levels of migrant mines are too low to enable them to pay for market related fantily housing.
3. tn addition, financial institutions provide loans for the purchase of conventional housing only, and there
is an urgent need to lower housing standards.
4. While most ntining houses are keen in principle on p)'oviding family accommodation to all employees
the cost factor limits this mainly to workers in higher job categories, ie semi-skllled and skilled
workers. In any event, in view of the limited avaUability of land for housing it would be difficult to
provide all employees with family accommodation.
Tile bulk of employees on the gold mines are unskilled and cannot meet ma,5. ~using cost.
Housing could be made accessible to unskilled workers only by significantly increasing their wages, but this .
would have to go hand in hand with a lowering of housing standards. The average monthly wage for African
unskilled and semi-skilled miners in 1990 was R650.oo per month now it has increase to :R850.00 per month.
At surh wage levels, it is obviously difficult to acquire housing.
However, the mining houses are inpart addressing the issue of afford ability by exploring a new inclusive wage
structure, whereby wages are adjust~d according to whether employees choose to live in hostel or with their
families. In effect, expenditure previously incurred by ntines in the hOUSingand feeding of hostel inmates is
added on to the wage of non-hostel residents. Also being explored is the lowering of housing standards.
Another problem in,providing housing for workers indIe lower categories of employment is that building societies
have an inilexible lemilng policy. Wbile collateral supplied by mining houses would provide a measure of access
(a) Attitudes toward settlement
Total
"
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FIGURE 9 Mineworker auitudes tOlVard IIOll4illg, Anglo American mines, 1986
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Source: Markel Research N~ica (1986).
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for employees to certain schemes, employees cannot avail themselves forlof building society rooms, since the
standard of housing in respect of which these institutions will lend money is too high.
TIle provision of housing on mine property also poses the problem of providing services. the cost of which had
to be borne by the employer. This represents a disincentive for the provision of housing on mine property for
many mining houses. although some employer have borne such costs.
Local authorities are also not in a position to finance infrastructure for development involving mine employee
housing ..While these authorities are responsible for developing services SUCh as sewerage. roads, electricity and
water in a township. Ute responsibility for the additional costs involved in expanding infrastructure for housing
for: mines has to be negotiated between mining houses and the local authority. Company believes that
infrastructure should be provided by the State.
Although much more land has been designated as housing land in the last few years. the rate at which new laud
is being proclaimed for township development is still tOO slow and this remains a significant consrraint on the
ability of migrant workers to bring their families to their places of Work. This has been one of the major reasons
for the mushrooming of squatter settlemeDL~around and their families are squatting is difficult (0 assess, although
the fact that this options is chosen by them is beyond question. According to Anglo-Gold. mining houses own
large tracts of land but are restricted by the government in their in ability to house worker there, because of the
diffi(.;ulties encountered in rezoning land. mining houses and the government prefer to house workers in township
outside mille property. where the residents will not be exclusively miners. Mainly thls is because once the are in
a mine runs out. alternative employment will need to be available to miners who have settled in that area. For
this reason the government is unwilling to invest in hUllily accommodation near mines in remote rural areas, and
favours development which is more closely aligned f'_ a diversified regional economy.
F. HOUSING SCHEMES ON THE )UNES
There is now a greater awareness in management circles of the possibilities of improving the conditions of
migrants/mineworkers, Employers in the mining Industry do not view the dismantling of migraucy as the primary
aim of their housing policy. Rather, they see the abolition of influx control as having created new possibilities
for stabilizing their labour forces and where it is Immediately advantageous and possible, for urbanizing at least
part of them. This entails moving further away from Ute system of paternalism and shifting the responsibility of
paying for housing, whether in tiostels or in family accommodation, increasingly on the employee.
While employers are aware of the negative feature of migrant Jaoonr system, their overall approach is to create
more choice for their employees, in effect this means that miners who are willing and able to became urbanized
are free to do so and are to same extent assisted by the mining houses. For the overwhelming majority, who are
likely to remain. migrants for the foreseeable future, the mining houses have spent considerable sums of money
upgrading hostel and other facilities, thus correcting some of the worst short comings of the system. There has
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already been a slight shift away from providing cheap or free hostel acconunodation on the mines to a system of
home ownership. Because employer housing schemes are fairly recent, their impact on reducing migrancy with
accommodation is as yet limited. Nevertheless u ey form an important component of employer attempts to
stabilize sections of the workforce and increase its productivity. However, Mr 13.J. Shipman of the Chamber of
Mines said that while as a broad statement of principle, every miner should have the right to family
accommodation, this aims are/is restricted largely by financial and logistical considerations. This being so, tIle
provision of family accommodation for the entire workforce on mines is tile policy of neither the Chamber nor
the various mining companies.
G. SOME.IRENDS
The subsidy schemes of most mining houses are designed to give their employees access to market related finance
via financial instirutious, Despite the fact that both subsidies and collateral, which are designed to access
mechanisms, are bigh, the home-ownership option has been slow to take root in the migrant workforce (mines).
The biggest single problem from the migrant point of view is the high cost of conventional housing. At Vaal
Reefs. management admits that 70% of the target groups of 45000 miners who are to be settled at Kanana
township are unable to afford housing at the market rates despite subsidies. The major problem therefore lies in
the low wage levels. Although companies such as JeI and Anglo have :nade their housing schemes available to
all employees, a Jer spokesman said that those making use of the scheme are mainly employees in categorj B4
(clerical and administrative employees and team leader) and upwards.
Mining houses which pay a living-out allowance to some of their employs do so to overcome the responsibility
of housing them, whether in hostel of family housing. This allowance is designed in part to address the problem
of miners who which to have family accommodation but CaMOt afford market-related conventional housing.
Workers who wish to take up the option of informal housing are excluded from the mining companies ~'Ubsidy
schemes and are therefore unable to raise finance.
Anglo has stopped 40stel development in the coal and diamond divisions but not in the gold division. This is
because gold miners have a larger labour force than coal and diamond mines, and many workers are unskilled and
cannot afford conventional housing. The company would always have hostels to accommodate: those who want
to come to the mines as single workers. Hostels will be done away wid\ only if the local labour option on the
urbanization of migranrs and their families succeeds, Managemera is concerned to divest itself of all
responsibilities within the purview of paternalism, such as the provision of food and accommodation.
H. THE AUdNCL!lSIVE WAGE
Most mining houses are keen 011moving away from paternalism, and have discussed the possibility of introducing
on all-inclusive wa:tJ! for several years. The cash portion of the miners income is however, inadequate to provide
adequate housing for his family. The all-incluclve wages however will benefit the families of miners in terms of
1.S
medical aid am housing. A ~jor concern of trade unions is whether all-inclusive wage will help to address the
problem of affordable housing in the lower paid categories of mine employees. While employers say that their
schemes are available to all workers, evidence suggests that in practice they are accessible mainly to the higher
categories of workers, in spite of financial assistance from employers.
The repeal of influx control, together with the extension of freehold right:> to Africans and the removal of
di.scrin.inatOI;' work practices, have enabled the mining sector to examine family housing as a potential force for
stabilization. in the force of a severe shortage of housing and land, squatting is the only options. Mining houses
CI" reluctaut to invest in family housing on an extensive scale because this would further reduce profitability.
The mining houses own large tract of land which may be utilized for family housing, This is one of the reasons
for th.t! IU.lU:''lg houses seeking a more flexible dispensation as regards housing on mine property. Market-related
access to fJ'lily housing has led to skilled am clerical African workers gaining access to family accommodation.
Miui".g houses admit that despite high subsidies, the extent of participation in their schemes is small. One solution
is to modify market-related housing in order to lower the access threshold, or to increase wages substantially,
something which mining houses are reluctant to do because this could make tbem unprofitable,
Another WilY in which employers in the mining industry are addressing the issue of access to housing is the living-
out allowance. This is designed ostensibly to allow migrant mines freedom of choice between living in hostels
or making other arrangements for their own accommodation. It has the advantage of relieving employers of the
responsibility to provide food. accommodation and health facilities to employees. The living-out allowance does
not however addresc the acute shortage of IaOO am housing, it could in fact promote squatting, which might have
a negative effect on productivity. The all-irelusive wage, on tl',~other hand should it be introduced more
extensively and its elements more Clearly defined, could have a positive effect by attracting already urbanized
labour to the mines. It may also be beneficial to the migrant workers and hii family as it facilitates access to
housing, Many migrants are reluctant to take up urban family accommodation because this would imply
abandoning the extensive network of people who .depend on their earnings in. the rural areas. Older migrants who
have invested in land, cattle and housing in the household in the rural areas are reluctant to move their families
to urban areas, many migrant also perceive the urban townships as an unwholesome environment for their
families. It is therefore recognized. that migrancy and hostel will continue to remain a reality ('.t tne rr;'Jt:s for a
considerable period of time, and on remote mines they may not disappear at all.
The wage base of African workers prior to the increase had been extremely low. In 1970 workers earned R16.00
per month, while on average, white workers earned R337.00 per month,
1. :rUE I'rlOONG HQlL~S ANDmE CHAMBER OF MlNES
Although there are 43 gold mines on the Witwatersrand which are registered as individual companies. they are
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administered by six finance cooperations or mining houses.
1. Anglo-America Corporation 13
2. General Mining Corporation 12
3. Gold fields 9
4. Rand mines 5
5. Anglovaal 2
6. Johannesburg Consolidated Investment 2
Figure 10.
JCI and Anglo-America are linked corporation. the former effectively run as a junior partner of the latter.
It was a change in the state policies in the 19808 that made it possible for the miners to consider alternative forms
of accommodation. particularly the introduction of heme-ownership, for their African employees. The response
of me mining houses to the pressure for alternatives to migrant labour within the revised state framework varied
considerably.
Goldfields and Anglovaal indicated little interesr in abandoning hostels or developing new housing schemes or
alternative labour forms. Genmin promoted the concept of an "all-inclusive wage" which. when implemented.
would provide workers with the resources needed to secure their own form of accommodation. The proposals
of Anglo-Gold. JCI and Rand Mires were more far.reachiug. putting in place home-ownership schemes, rent and
mortgage subsidies and living-out allowances. while the mines continued to hire workers from townships.
Because of the dUIerent responses, a centralized policy agreed to by all the members of the Chamber, it was not
possible to have a centralized housing policy for Chamber, housing became a mining group and not a Chamber
concern. Two of the mining houses, r.uldfields and Aoglovaal, remained wedded to traditional forms of
accommodation,
One reason for the continuation of migrancy is th~historical policy of restricting African urbanization aruioot
developing hOll!o'Llginmetropolzan areas. Housing developmen~ for African in such areas was in fact frozen
between 1968-1978. As a consequence, the urban areas have not been able to cope with the current rate of
urbanization, fercing workers either tIJ migrate buck and forth from the rural areas or to erect shanty homes in
squatter Or informal settlements.
Goldfields' management believed that home cwnershlp was not a desirable strategy. and that company-provided
accommodatlon should remain the preferred way of housing workers, Resources were channelled into upgrading
single quarters. constructing visitors quarters and expanding married and apartment accommodation. Goldfields
provided separate superior quarters for its senior workers, but within the framework of company-provided
accommodation, •
o '0......~~~
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" Contemporary p,olc:l·mining areas of South Mricn, il'lc:lkntins mines mentioned in the text.
(Ba5~c:I on 1. Crush. A.l('ev~ and D. Yudelman, South Africa's Labllr Empir~: A Hi$lory of Black
Mi8rmlcll to 111~Gold Minrs [Boulder: W~tView Press, 1991" p, 1.)
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Gemin pushed for the so-called "clean or all-inclusive" wage as a general answer to the housing problems of its
Africans employees. The clean wage was based on basic earnings plus the costs of mine accommodation, food,
travel and other items normally provided by the mine. Paid this wage, African workers would theoretically be
free to choose their own forms of accommodation. whether they be home-OWnershipor rented accommodation
in existing township, site and service schemes, mine hostel rooms rented at market rates, or even squatter
senlemems close to the mines. In this way, Gemin would be entirely free of responsibility for accommodation.
It Wl!S planned that the new system would became fully operational by 1992. and in anticipation no further mine
hostels in the old style were to be built,
The other mining houses offered a mix of system consisting of :
1. Horne-ownership
2, A living-out allowance
3. Rent SUbsidies
JeI's living-out "allowance" took the cost of the benefits the mines normally provided and paid them to the
workers in cash for use in renting accommodation in local township,
The thrust of new accommodation policies centred around private home-ownership leI provided security for
mortgages and assisted with the provision of loans for workers, who wanted to buy land. develop site and service
schemes or build their own homes.
Late in 1985, the Anglo-America Corporation adopted a programme of promoting the concept of ownership
among its employees as a means both of assisting home-ownership and of countering negative perceptions about
the free enterprise system, Initially it looked only at renting out houses to irs employees at a nominal rate,
however the company decided against this because of prohibitive capital outlay; given that the company gold
miners have about 500,000 employeesof whom a sizeable proportion would be eligible for family housing. Only
foreigners would not qualify for family accommodation in South Africa, as they are regarded as aliens with.
temporary work permits,
Anglo-America Gold and Rand Mines also offered their workers as similar allowance, in Some cases, payment
of the allowance had the effect of reducing hostel occupancy.
Rand mines encouraged home-ownership by underwriting mortgages. Anglo-America similarly offered a
SUbsidized mortgage with a reduced deposit and low fixed interest rates amortised over 20 years.
The impact of home-ownership schemes on housing practices has been Iimlted. Four years after it was fitst
introduced, Rand Mines noted its disappointment with tile progress of home-ownership scheme,
However, the workers evidently still preferred to live in tho hostels while because they cannot afford the market
related house standard. The development of the black taxi system made the dual form of residence possible,
1$
transporting workers to and from mines (hostels).
The mines also had no control 0\ er how the "living-out" allowance was to be spent. Many workers apparently
used the additional resources to construct squatter dwelling around the mine Where they were employed, instead
of renting accommodation in township. Squatter settlements have emerged closer to a number of mines, including
those ~;1ministered by leI and Gemin.
J. rR.Qlll£MS WITII HOUSING SCHEME
1. Increase in interest rates in the late 1980s had a dampening efff'!t on the market and Rand Mines was
forced to subsidise mortgage repayments to prevent Ioreclosure among existing mortgage holders.
2. Anglo-America indicated that, by 1988, 656 of its African employees or 0.37 per cent of the total labour
force owned homes under the schemes, and another 392 had signed up. By the end of 1990 the figure
had grown !O 3423 out of total employees of about 500.000 workers, Only senior African employees
have been in die fiLancial position (0 take advantage of the home-ownership schemes. and then they often
struggled. For most workers in lower job grades where (he bulk of the African labour force was
concentrated, the average available house was out of financial reach.
Management noted chat at the proportion of workers chought like to affOrd private housing, only 30 % percent in
practice could. As a result the participents in home-ownership schemes were heavily concentrated in the upper-
skilled and supervisory categories of works. As of 1989 not a singe worker in the lower job grades had yet been
able to participate in the scheme.
The expansion of home-ownership was also restricted by the fact that a majority of skilled and supervisory
workers were in principle excluded because they were foreign.
The expansion of home-ownership has also been limited by the monetarist policies of the stale. The mines.
expected the state to carry the financial burden involved in the provision of infrastructure and services, to new
townships and extensions. Anglo-Gold estimated that its programme would require over R.500 million between
1988 and 1992 for roads, water, electricity, sewerage, schools, clinics and recreation facilities.
the attempts of the mines (0 provide alternatives to migrant labour, and specifically 10 promote home-ownership
amoog senior African employers as a way of generating stability and protecting the mines investments in labour
and skills, have therefore been of limited success. As a result primarily of changes in the class structure of the
African labour force, the mines developed on interest in alternative forms of accommodation, with a focus on
home-ownership for their workers. For a variety of reasons, the commitment proved very uneven. Although the
housing alternatives were in primiples available to all workers, only the most senior African employs could afford
them. As a result of the state monetarist polices, the prohibition against foreign workers acquiring homes or
::;ettling permanently. near the mines, towards full proletarisation, the growth of a settled African labour force has,
been limited and slow. More land is reeded from the government and the miner owners in order to accommodate
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low income groups (hostels dwellers) in low-cost family housing units.
CONCUISION
1. As explained in this chapter that low-income mine-workers cannot qualify for market-related houses, it
could be useful if :
a) The mine company start to provide house for the mine workers:
b) The mine company to start involving workers in decision-making project on housing
(participation):
c) The mine company open a support building housing scheme, which can provide loans for low-
income mire workers;
d) The mine company needs to develop that culture of mine workers to initiate for themselves and
the mine company can lead the process, if the mine company can start to allow hostels residents
to pay for th! services which are rendered for them, the culture of payment will start to develop
from this point;
e) In order to houses the [ow income groups the mine company Call loan money for housing
development for the workers and the workers can pay rental bond down payment 10 the mine
company;
t) Mine company and local government must start to rezone some of the land mine so that workers
must be able to buy this land and build houses for themselves;
g) Chamber of Mines must change its status quo of housing and come up with a housing policy
framework which can be the basic for its members in developing housing for its low-income
workers;
h) The national government needs to develop a mine housing framework/policy which can make
housing for the mlneworker easy.
In conclusion, the mine company must stop this top-down approach to miners on housing issues, there Deeds to
be community participation, from all parts off the community, local government, the local community, the mine
owners and the miner workers.
There are various theoretical approaches to low-income housing which will be dealt with in the next chapter,
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.CHAPTER3
A. TijEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF LOW-COST HOVSING IN SOUm AFRICA
INTRODUCTION
The indicators of inadequate housing provision are numerous in South Africa. Shelter or housing, does not only
derive it significarce from the fact that it is a publicly debated issue. It is neither just a basic need to be fulfilled
with basic or minimum effort The spacial, economic, social and political implications of housing determine how
people can conduce their lives on a daily basis and what future prospects they have (Turner: 76).
Housing is a basic human right, according to the White paper CRSA, 1994b : 12) and all people should have
access (0 a basic housing unit and to a range of financing options. Housing can be defined as all forms of shelter
providad on the basic of secure tenure for purchase or rental. This definition includes formal and informal housing
structures, Squatters housing does not form pan of this category and can be defined as the unlawful occupation
of land. The purpose of a house can be divided into two categories :
1. The primary purpose of a housing unit is to provide the occupanrs with shelter.
2. TIle secondary purpose is the provision of inner surroundings that will meet the natural, physical, mental
and social needs of the occupants (Reedy and Brijlal, 1992 : 187),
B. There are five basic criteria that a house needs to meet, as stated by Watson ( .794) :
1. Firstly a house must provide adequate shelter, and a healthy and safe living environment. This will be
Influenced by the nature of the structure as well as the extent to which it can provide protection from
various elements, srch.as rain, wilxi and cold. The house size and the relative number of occupants will
also play an lmportan role. The occupants of the housing unit should have access to basic services such
as water. sanitation, energy and socio-cultural amenities.
2. The second criteria that a house needs to meet is that a house and its services must be affordable, An
individual or family can only afford a house. if they can afford the monthly maintenance Cost on the
house.
3. Thirdly, security of tenure is also a criteria that a house need to meet.
4. Fourthly a house should be located so that the households have aCCGSSto various public and commercial
facilities, as well as public transport.
5, Finally on effective and efficient administration system should exist. Management and planning can play
an important role in the success 0: a community. Decisions should not be made individual, but in
accordance with the long term plans of the community.
c. ~11m FROMHOUSING
The functions provided by a housing may be classified in two ways. Those attributable to the house itself and
secondly those attributable to the way in which that bouse is provided. Turner (19n) has argued that housing
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must be viewed as a process rather than as a product or commodity ie !bat the way in which the house is provided
is of great lmponaoce to the occupant and to the community particularly in development tenus and that. by over-
emphasisinr ..ue importarce of the physical qualities of the house, many of the potential benefits of house are lost.
There are eight (8) benefits which can be obtainable from a pOQSe;
1. SHELlER
This is probably the most commonly accepted function of housing, that is protection against the elements
including privacy.
2.~
A house, in addition to providing consumption benefits can also act as a medium for invesnnent which can lead
to its owner enjoying financial security. Family with very little capital can over time, acquire an asset of
considerable exchange value while at the same time being able to take advantage of the houses use value.
Purchasing one's bouse generally results in increased saving in so far as the bond repayments usually replace what
could otherwise be consumption expenditure.
3.~
Whether or not a house provides this function will depend upon the condition under which the house is occupied.
The freehold owner -occupier of the property would enjoy the greatest possible security while, at the other
extreme, a tenant SUbject to no notice would obtain very little security of tenure from the house.
4. SQ.,CIAI.STATUS
The status a person's commards ina community may be derived in a number of ways: occupation, education and
income being the commonly accepted measures of status in our society. It is however possible to achieve higher
status independently of the above three factors through the the physical attributes of. the house one occupies as
well as through the neighbourhood in which the house is located,
5. ACCESSmILIT~
Proximity to job cppornmities, shopping, entertainment, community facilities, friends and relatives is obviously
an Important need of most households which can be met by the location of the houses that they occupy.
6. SELF-SUIEIC!ENCYANDSELF-FULFILMENT
The degree of self-sufficiency that a house occupier is able to derive from his house will depend upon ihe way
in which the house was obtained and the conditions under which it is held. A person who is responsible for
providing his own house rather than being dependent upon sufficient mentality with regard to his other needs.
This mentality is ~ssential in a free-enterprise economy if he is going to compete successfully with the more
privileged members of the community, Sitnilarly, feelings of self-fulfilment, or self-actualisation will result from
a person's ability to provide for hirnsell'rnther than being dependent upon others for Ius housing needs.
7. INCREASED EMPLOThfENT AND EN'fREPRENEURIAL OPPORTUNITIES
The process whereby housing is provided in a particular community can have an important impact upon the development
of employment and entrepreneurial opportunities within that community. In (1 low-income neighbourhood where
unemployment is high the community could benefit greatly by a housing scheme which is deliberately labour intensive
or which uses 10('(11 contractors.
8. BENEFITS ACCRUING TO THE COMPANY
There arc two major benefits that a company may derive through its housing programme. The first of these concerns
the degree of satisfaction among the workforce. A well housed worker is likely to be for more contented with his job
nod thus more productive. Good housing would of cause also attract more workers in time of labour shortages. The
second major benefit involves the degree of'control that the company exercise over :.~workers through the housing it
provides. To the worker of course this might not be regarded in Ii positive light. There arc of course, a number of
disudvantages to the company, the additional capital expenditure incurred, ihe better li\1Lg environment would attract
unproductive people in the company (Bodden B.G. 1990).
D. HISTORY OF HOtJStNG TN SOUTH AFRICA
The political history of South Mica played an important role in the economic development ofthis country and various
sectors, including housing and the financing of housing which Were influenced by the laws and regulations imposed on
South Africa's different race groups. Since the beginning of the century, various laws and regulations have controlled
und influenced the housing sector in South Africa. 10order to understand and evaluate the future of low-cost housing
in South Africa, it is important to :001' \It the history of low-cost housing in South I.mea,
THE HOUSING PERIOD BETWEEN 19111AND 1948
In 1910 at the time of the union, blacks already lived in areas specifically' allocated to them. Non-white South African
labourers and their families were see!led in the areas outside towns that were referred to as locations. According to
Horrell (1966:4), the Native Land Act of i913 allocated 10.')million morgen efland as Native Reserves, The land act
ofl913 gave rise to one of the most unequal system of land distribution in the world. The financing oflow cost housing
has been a problem even at the start of the century, The local authorities decided to make use of the profits of sorghum
beer sales to finance houses. schools and hospitals for blacks. The Native Beer Act of 1908 made provision for this, as
pointed out by Maasdorp and Humpbreys (1975: 11). Various municipalities obtained mosopolieson themanufilcturing
of sorghum beer. A Central Housing Board under the Department of Health.was establisl ,ed in 1920 (Morris 1~86: 1).
The aim of Housing Act number 35 of 1920 was to control the housing developments and to supervise the lending of
government funds. As from 1923 blacks were not allowed to lease or buy land .in urban areas. Blacks were also not
allowed to build tpeir own houses.
This meant that the blacks had to rely totally on tho authorities to supply them with homes, The powers given to
various autllorities by this Act, were mostly used for the improvement of the living conditions of poor whites. The Native
Urban Areas Act of 1923 established revenue accounts for the white municipalities. These funds had to be used for the
development of black townships. The intention was to develop three forms of accommodation for the blacks.
1. The Hostels were aimed primarily at single males
2. The locations
3. The native villages, this were provided lor families.
Although they received government assistance, most of the income was derived through the sale of sorghum beer. A
scheme was introduced in 1930 whereby SUb-economic loans were granted 10 low-income households. Horrell (l966:9)
points out that the sub-economic loans were originally made available for slum clearance. To start with, blacks were
excluded from this scheme, but the Central Housing Board, established under the 1920 Housing Act, received the right
to finance location schemes out of the sub-economic loans. The local authorities had to indicate that the proposed
schemes worked towards slum clearance. According to Mansdorp and Humphreys (1975:88), these loans were cr.tly
made available to black South Africans in 1934. The Native TMt and Land Act of 1936 made provision for an
additionnl7,25 million morgen of'land \0 be added to the reserves. Horrel (1966:4) points out that land could now be
purchased by individual blacks as well as tribes. Hellmamn (1955: I0) states that during 1942 there were 276 recognized
urban locations. Only 41 urban local authorities had received allocations for sub-economic housing funds. Out of 41
urban local authorities t 6 were in the large urban areas.
A National Housing and Planning Commission was established in 1944. This Commission replaced the Centra! Hou$ing
Board. There \\IPS an increase in the volume \)f loan funds granted to the local authorities. The outbreak of the war led
to an increase in urbanization. This in tum le~ to an incresse in the shortage ot low cost housing due to a scarcity of
building materials. The number of squatters increased and existing buildings were neglected and overcrowded. An
increase in urbanization as well as an increase in the population meant that the limited housing available faced
c vercrowding, According to Morris (1981 :36) squatter moyements took place because of the limited amount of housing
available in the urban areas. The government controlled the movements of'blacks with the introduction of the Blaclt
(urban areas) Consolidation Act ()f 1945. Non-while South Africa had to deal with a number of changes durine this
period. The housing initiatives during this period clearly indicates that the housing shortage in South Africa already
existed at the start of the century. The proper housing of the non-White were not seen as a priority by the government
and ~e housing bac!t10g only increased with time. This period further indicated !hnt non-white South Africa did not
receive the same opportunities in the housing sector as white South Afiicans.
The current housing backlog started at the beginning of ihe century,
THE HOUSING PERmD 1948TO 1979
This period commenced when the National Party came into power in 1948. The National government was
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various authorities by this Act. were mostly used for the improvement of the living conditions of poor whites.
The Native Irban Areas Act of 1923 established revenue accounts for the white municipalities. These funds had
to be used for the development of black townships, The intention was to develop three forms of accommodation
for the blacks.
1. TIle Hostels were aimed primarily at single males
2. The locations
3. The native villages. this were provided for families.
Although they received government assistaoce, most of the income was derived through the sale of sorghum beer.
A scheme was introduced in 1930 whereby sub-economic loans wett; granted to low-income households. Horrell
(1%6:9) points out that the sub-ecoromic loans were originally made available for slum clearance. To start with,
blacks were excluded from this scheme, btu the Central Housing Board, establlshed under the 1920 Housing ACt,
received the right 10 fu)aIX:elocation schemes Out of the sub-economic loans. The IOLalauthorities had to indicate
that the proposed schemes worked towards slum clearance, According to Maasdorp lind Humphreys (1975:88).
these loans were only made available to black South Africans in 1934. The Native Trust and Land Act of 1936
made provision for an additional 7.2.1 million morgen of land to be added 10 the reserves. Horrel (1966:4) points
out that land could now be purchased by individual blacks as well as tribes. Hellmamn (1955: 10) states that
during 1942 there were 276 recognized urban locations. Only 41 urban local authorities had received allocations
for sub-economic housing funds. Out of 4111rban local authorities 16 were in the large urban areas.
A National Housing and Planning Commission was established in 1944. This Commission replaced the Central
Housing Board. There Was an lrcrease in the volume of loan funds granted to the local authorities. The outbreak
of the war led to an increase in urbanization. This in turn led to an increase in the shortage of low cost housing
due to a scarcity of building materials. 111enumber of squatters increased arid existing buildings were neglected
and overcrowded. An increase in urbanization as well as an increase in the population meant that the limited
housing available faced overerowding, According to Morris (1981:36) squatter movements took place because
of theIlmlted amount of housing available in the urban areas. The governmel)t controlled the movements of blacks
with the introduction of the Black (urban areas) Consolidation Act of 1945. Non-white South Africa had to deal
with a number of changes during this period. The housing initiatives during this period clearly indicates that tlie
housing sbDrmge inSouth Africa already existed at the start of the century. The proper housing of the non-white
were not seen as a priority by the government and the housing backlog only increased with time. This period
further indicated that non-white South Africa did not receive the same opportunities in the housing sector as white
South Africans.
The current housing backlog started at the beginning of the century.
Il:IE.1:IQ.lLSlNG..:eElUOD 1948 TO 1972
This period commenced when the Natloaal Party came )nto power in 1948. The National government was
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committed to separate development for \'iuites and blacks and according to De Loot (1992:61) housing became
an instrument for the implementation of separate development in South Africa. Under the National Party
government all black people were considered as temporary citizens in all areas of gouth Africa expect in the
homelands. A separate government department known as the department of Native Affairs was set up to handle
the administration of'blacks affairs. The long-term plan was to make the homelands economically and politically
viable. The Group Areas Act of 1950 provided for the separate development of different race groups in South
Africa. Horrell (1966:24). A Group Areas Board was appointed to allocate areas for different face groups.
During 1951 the Housing Commission made loans available to black home-owner builders (Morris 1981:47).
Stands were made available on a long-term (ease and blacks were allowed to build their own homes,
According to Maasdorp and Humphreys (1975: 17) residents who built their own shacks could receive loans up
to R40. These loans would be repayable at RI per month and there would be ,10 economic charge to interest.
During 1952 the Natives Services Levy Act WaS introduced (Horrell. 1966;58). the Act determined that the
employers of adult male blacks had to contribute 25 cents a week to a Service Levy fund, if they did not provide
accommodation for local authorities succeeded in providing additional housing for blacks in the urban areas. A
new Housing Act was introduced in 1957 (Morris, 1981;44). TIle National Housing and Planning Commission
was replaced by t\ National Housing Commission. Under this housing Act the Bantu Housing Board was
established. TIle board had similar functions as the National Housing Commission, application made by the local
authorities for loans, or for various housing schemes, had to be considered by this board. the board also had to
formulate housing policies and had the authority to grant housing loans. A yearly allocation was received from
the treasury to finance aU government housing schemes. A National Housing Fund was set up. Loans from
irdivkluals, local authorities, welfare institutions and housing utility companies were funded from the National
Housing Fund (De Loor, 1992:62).
The Bantu Laws Amendment Act was introduced in 1963. Morris (1981:75) explains thut new housing policies
were introduced during this time period. Emphasis was placed on the development of homeland townships. There
was lin increase in the allocation of funds for the financing of low cost !.tou~es in the homelands. The Housing
Amendment Act of 1965 stated that the National Housing Act Commission, the Board or sub-economic housing
schemes to people who could not afford housing without same form of assistance. Horrell (1966:25) observed
that the Group Areas Amendment Act of 1965 had two main feature. Firstly, areas for the whites, coloureds and
Asians had to be planned by the Minister of Planning. Once these areas were proclaimed they were controlled by
the Minister of Community Development. Black areas fell under the responsibility of the Minister of Bantu
Administration and Development. Secondly, there were administrative inspections, to obtain facts for the
Planning of groups areas, which would be carried Out by departmental officials,
The police received the power to determine whether or not the provisions of the act were followed. The income
limits for sub-ecoaomic housing were placed at R80 a month for white and R50 a month for blacks. A large
number of low-cost houses were built for blacks with finance from the economic loans funds. The loans had to
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be paid back over a number of years, Home-ownership righta for non-whites were withdrawn during 1968. The
department stated that it would no longer be legal for non-white South Africans to lease or buy a house outside
the homeland. Between 1968 and 1975 me right to lease property on a 3D-year leasehold agreement was
withdrawn (Sowem, 1980: 132). Home ownership under a 30-ye;lr lease W;JSreintroduced in 1975. but was only
available to homeland citizens in 1976.
During 1918 the Urban Fourdation was formed by the commercial and industrial leaders, The Urban Foundation
and the Association of Building Societies seemed the introduction of the 99-year lease. TIle scheme had various
advantages with a decrease in the housing backlog as primary objective, the scheme aimed [0 make private sector
finance available to the blacks. TIle scheme also aimed to encourage me employers to assist their workers to
obtain adequate housing units. The scheme also had some negative aspects. TIle initial and monthly expenditure
increased and the occupant faced loan repayment that exceeded the rent payments. Security of Tenure Was still
a major concern tbr the occupants as the legislation on the units was n(.ltclear. The e:<isting shortage of hOllsing
fot 'ow-income households in Soum Africa influenced by the rules and regulations that were introduced during
the apartheid period. The fact that blacks were only temporary residents of South Africa has led to the creation
of the existing housing backlog.
mOUSING PERrQ.lU2S~
One o~ the first major charges during this period was the adoption of a neW constitution in 1983. According to
tilt" new Constitutions housing would now became the responsibility of the Home Affairs Minister. Various
housing acts were adopted by the Home Affairs Houses of Parliament (De Loor, 1992:64). Black housing now
fell under General Affairs, men referred to as me Departmenr of COI'stitutional Development. The repeal of me
Group Areas Act can be seen as one of the major changes that took place after the publication of the 1986 White
Paper on Urbanization. All cltizens could now move freely within the boundaries of South Africa. The blacks
were seen as permanent residents in areas outside the homelands, self-governing territories and Trust laud area.
This change emouraged home-ownership to a large group of South Africans who Were previously excluded from
the ownership in the Republic. The ilx1ependent Development Trust capital subsidy scheme was lnrroduced duri..ng
the first half of 1991. This subsidy would only apply to sites mat were sold for the first time. A subsidy will only
be granted to a first-time property owner, who has not received a subsidy previously. The subsidies were paid
to the developer aod not the beneficiary. The payment to thedeveloper Was only paid aftet the site was transferred
to the owner. TIle National Housing Board was established on 13 December 1993; tills board aims to operate
five principles namely :
1. Sustain ability
2. Freedom of choice
3. A holistlo approach to development
4. Consensuspolicy-making
5. commitment to respective responsibilities
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This could also been seen as the first representative body that will make decisions about government funding for
low cost housing and the non racial allocation of funds,
THE EXJSTlNG..HQl!.s.tNG COtIDlIIQN IN SOUTH AFRICA
Kane-Bermau (199Oa:49) stated that a number of factors contributed to the current housing shortage which are:
1. Previous uncertainly over the status of urban blacks
2. Inefficient financing of low-cost housing
3. Limited resources available to supply the housing
4. Limited participation of the private sector
S. TIle absence of an incentive to own a housing unit.
These factors has resulted in the major present housing problems in urban areas. TIle present major probleros are:
1. Housing shortages
;/.. Inadequate physical conditions
3. Distance from metropolitan centres and place of work
4. The monotonous and undeveloped environment
S. uci< of investment opportunities and on inadequate tax base
6. Rental that are to high for many households
7. Lack of choice
8. Insecurity and the adoption of a r isslve role
(Morris t981:t!4).
E. MINE BOnSING PBESENTLY
The W'dyinwhich blacks workers ate accommodated inmining towns inSouth Africa differs in a number of ways
frorr, what one would expect to find in a free market situation. TIle differences may be listed as foHows:
l. Most accommodation is tor "single" migrant workers wlm families living elsewhere, m(j~t companies
appear to have adopted a policy of introducing more famUy accommodation which might change the
present situation.
2. Housing is usually provided free-of-charge and is regarded as a "perk" of the job, often the quality or
a worker's accommodation is related to his status within the company.
3. The houses or hostels are owned by the company, therefore no investment by the workers in me houses
that they occupy.
4. The accommodation is built to relatively bigh standards, particularly on the new mines.
5. Housing is provided by the company for the worker, in other words, the worker exercises very little
discretion or initiative with regard to his housing
6. the capitaJ cost are financed exclusively by the company with the conventional financial institutions such
as the building societies playing no part.
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7. Recreational and eating facilities are usually found nearby although access to comprehensive shopping
facilities is often a problem (Boaden B a, 1980).
ijQUSINQS![BSIDmS SCHEME IN SQ{JTIJ AFRICA
According to the Government Gazette (RSA, 1996: 5), the government is responsible f , ' creation of
opportunities and favourable economic conditions that will enable all South Africans to obtain housing units
within their means. The government had four major subsidies options for low cost housing:
L Individual Subsidy
2. Project Linked Subsidy
3. Social Housing Subsidy
4. Consolidation Subsidy
SUBSIDY DETAILS
(See Figure 11).
Because of the housing straregy which the low-income groups (mine1':1) can USe co house themselves, we will
discuss only the social housing subsidy which is suitable for the miners to use to house them.
F. SOCIAL HQUSING SUBSIDIES SClIEl'r(E
WHAT IS SQCIAL HOUSING?
Social housing is a real way out for people who do not have enough money to buy their own houses. Workers can
join together with other people to get help with housing, lIke a bank loan. or support from an employer, which
they cannot get if ~y were :II! iOOividualbuyer. The idea behlnd social housing is a non-profit one. The housing
units are never for sale on the q>en market, every month residents pay an amount they can afford in order to live
in. the housing. Social housing means an organization or institution, owns the housing not an individual person.
Sometimes a group of people came together to. form a co-operative to buy or build a property together. And
sometimes an organization like a church or specially formed company will buy or build housing which they rent
out. Because residents are m,t renting from a private landlord the rent is lower and more affordable for the poor.
Ownership by institutions can take on a number of different forms, such as trust, housing association, a section
21 company, and housing eo-operatives. People can colicctively own a piece of Jand and Ihe own their houses
on the land or people can collectively own we land and the building and pay individual rents. People rent the
housing from the institution that owns the housing. Residents (people, who live in the house) have a say in how
their hOll$ng is run, and in same social housing plans the residents can over nm!;\ g.1t same form of ownership of
their housing. Residents have security to stay (security of tenure) as b;l_: ,\S they P:.'Y .1lA:' ,U1cllnt agreed ODevery
month, because residents take II collective part in setting up, and running, the housing there is a concern with
decent stardards of housing acceptable to everyone who lives there. Social housing institutions can often gt" bank
loans where iudividl)a!s cannot. Then they can lion-lend" to residents 01' members of the institutions. In this way
these institutions create "kinder" loan conditions which also give a little more space for people who sometimes
SUBSIDY DETAILS
I I . II IMONTHLY .BENEFICIARY INCOl'.m SUBSIDY AMOUNT
Up to R800.00 R15 000.00
RS01.00 to RISOO.OO R12500.00
Rl 501.00 to R2 500.00 R9500.00
R2 501.00 to R3 500.00 R5 000.00
FIGURE 11
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cannot pay up for a period of time for their housing. Social housing institutions can develop a wide range of
housing types from upgrading a place that residents live in now (like a hostel) to a single houses, flats, serviced
sites. and rural housing (NUM Housing Policy Section 9).
DwmRENCE BETWEEN SOCIAL AND PRIVATE HOUSING
Private housing always aims for "financial benefits". The primary goal of any private housing development is to
make profit, the goal of a social housing is.mainly to service the needs of a population over and above making
profit.
SQCIAL BENEFITS OF SOCIALHOQSING
L ShariOi1with others
2. Community involvement
3. Empowerment
4, Community control
DIFfERENT KINDS OF SaCrAL HOUSING
There are many different kinds of social housing institutions. Here are three useful models:
1. Housing Association
2. Community land trust
3. Housing co-operative.
~RENCE BETWEENINsmtmQNAL AND INDIVIDUAL sunSIDIES
The main difference between the institutional subsidy and the other forms of subsidy 1s that the institution will
get the subsidy ard the subsidy will not be permanently registered against the names of individuals. This means
that individuals can live in a social housing scheme and get the benefit of affordable accommodation, but can still
move out and get the benefit of the individual subsidy at a later stage.
The gove;rnment subsidies will not be enough for the institution to buy property or build houses. The institution
will still have to get a bank loan, but when the subsidy is allocated to the institution it can then try to raise loan
finance on favourable terms. Sociall1ousing .institutionsCan take out bulk loans from banks to add to the subsidy.
This means the Institution could borrow, for example, R5000 per housing unit from the bank as a single loan.
The bank could give a lower interest rate because. the costs of administering a single loan on all housing units is
small. TIle institution can theapass on the benefits of low interest rate to the residents. Because of the government.
subsidy the institution would need a loan to build each housing unit at well below the minimum home loan of
RI0,OOO. For example, monthly repayments on a R5000 loan is about R90 per month; compare this to about
RI80 for a RlO,oqO individual loan, both over 10 years.
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Any institution may apply for a subsidy provided it has a written constitution. But the main object of the
institution should be to get, hold and develop property. Institutions should have long-tenus ownership of the
housing units unless there is an agreement for residents to buy units in the long-term. Contract documents for the
institution must state under what condition and procedures. People living in social housing units must have long
term "rights of tenure". This means that if residents pay the amount due to the institu tion regularly, they cannot
be removed from their home. The institution must show that it is financial viable and that it has a plan to build
up reserve funds, manage the institution, and ensure maintenance of the property. The property must be properly
insured so that it can be repaired or replaced if there is a fire or other damage. The institution must meet the legal
requirements of the provincial housing board if the institution has to be wound-up for any reason. After the
subsidy is approved, if the project is approved, the institutionmust make the following arrangements for payments
of subsidy money:
1. The institution must enter into a subsidy agreement with the Provincial Housing Board (PHB)
2. A list of all the occupantsmust be compiled so that the names can be included on the national computer
database as social housing occupants
3. Government will make payments (0 the institution in stages, depending on the "milestones" of progress
of the project. The property must be registered in the name of the institution. The institution must
propose the milestones for the progress payments to be paid out
(NUM Housing policy document section S),
CONCLtJSION
In conclusion, we will look at different models of social housing and come up with the best model of social
housing which can be used to house low-income miners in South Africa.
1. llQUSING ASSOCIATION
In order to qualify as a housing association a body must satisfy all the following thl"P. tests:
(a) It must be a SOCiety, body of trustees or company.
(b) Its object or power must be, or must include the construction, Improvements or management of houses
or hostels or the facilitation or those activities.
(c) It must not trade for profit or if it does, its constitution or rules must prohibit the issues of any capital
with interest or dividend exceeding the rate for the time being prescribed by the Treasury. (There may
if derived, be a differentiation between share and loan capital).
CHARACTERISTICS OF A IIO!JSING ASSOCIATION
A housing association is a type of pdvate company which owns and develops housing. It works in the same way
as a landlord who rents housing, but a housing association does not make a profit. Its goal is to provide
affordable, decent housing, The housing association provides the social housing and takes care of the loans and
finances.
-----~-- ------------------
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A housing association can own houses or flats and rent them out to workers. Residents rent their houses from
the housing association.
They must stick by the rules that have been democratically decided by the housing association.
Residents have security of tenure. they can stay there as long as they pay their rent and meet the other
responsibilities, An example of a social housing in South Africa can be the church organization which rents out
flats for people at a low rent price.
2. ~ST
The JaID trust target people squatting on government land. The community land trust negotiates with government
to remove the land from the market and the community land trust tak . ownership of the land. The community
land trust allows individuals to become owners of a house while me community ia;.d ttrust retains ownership of
the land. This gives security of tenure to people who cannot afford housing.
CHAR.M;',IERISTICS OF :\ COMMUNITY LAND TRllST
(a) A community land trust owns the land, individuals own their own houses and rent the land.
(b) TIle aim of the community land trust is to keep housing affordable and available for members of the
community.
(c) If an owner wants to sell his or her house. there are restrictions on the selling price. This is in order to
keep the house affordable for future generations. But it is also to repay the owner for any money or
labour into die house.
(d) Community owns the land through membership in the community land trust. A land trust could be set
up by a number of groups in the community, union, civic association, individual. company. The larger
community is involved and large benefits from the housing.
(e) Residents. ?S owners. do their own repairs and maintenance of Wt.irhouses,
3. HOUSJNG,CO.QPERATrlE
People who need housing can join together to form co-operative to provide housing for themselves. Co-operative
members work together to organise housing, each member pays a.fair share of money towards the costs. Members
of the co-operative then have an equal say inhow their housing is controlled.
The application of the co-operative principles tv an ongoing housing co-operative is, in theory, fairly straight·
forward. 'Nomember owns an individual house or flat, but he is an equal shareholder in the co-operative society
which owns the whole developnent, Such plans here is defined as the difference between revenue from members
and outgoings (mortgage repayments, running costs, etc) and can be produced by deliberate budgetary policy
and/or saving made by members carrying out the repairs, maintenance etc. themselves.
A general meeting of member assisting the development of other co-operatives, providing amenities for the whole
state (e.g. baby creche), lUlddistributing to members according to the fourth co-operative principle.
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From these three models of social housing the best model for low-income miners 's the housit;g co-operative,
The mine workers through their trade unions and housing forums which are set up in the mines of South Africa,
can form a housing co-operative. In the following chapter we will look at housing co-operative as the best social
housing model for low-income mine workers in South Africa.
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CHAPTER 4
HOUSING CO-OPERATIVES
The purpose of this chapter is to present Co-operative Housing as an alternative for low- income housing
provls.m in South Africa (mines). as outlined in the Chapter Two that most miners in the low grade cannot
qualify for market-related housing because of their low income, co-operative housing can be a housing strategy
which their can use in order to house themselves.
HOW CO-OPERATIVES WORK
iNTRODUCTION
A. WHAT IS CO-OPERATIVE HQUSING?
A housing ( -operative is a group of people who own their housing together. The housing could be flats or
houses, forming a housing co-operative is one way for groups of people who are too poor to buy their own
housing, to became owners. owning together means everyone living in the flats or house has a share in, and equal
responsibility of the housing. Normally a housing co-operative conform to the basic principles of the international
co-operatives Alliance. with their key principle being "one member one vote". Owned and managed on a
democratic basis. membership is usually limited [0 adults living in the co-operative. members elect the board of
the co-operative management which approve the budget and financial statements, and generally set policies. In
some cases, people on waiting list may also became members and have same rights of participation. However
housing co-operatives usually discourage sub-tenancy to non-members as this may weaken the community,
The formation of a housing co-operative is a serious step, it is likely to affect the whole future lives of the
participants and also those of their families. the first point to be considered is what kind of housing is required
or desired? Do people wanr to build houses which in the end will became their own unrestricted property, which
they can sell, mortgage, sublet, divide. rent out or even pull down and rebuild. Do they already own building
sites, or does each one want [0 choose his own site from those available on the market? Or do they prefer to
acquire a single site and plan a settlement or housing estate on which all the members will live together. The
answer of course may depend not only on the wishes of the members but on the availability of land, the terms on
which it can be acquired and the availability of services such as road, drainage, Water supply and electricity. No
housing enterprise can even reach the planning stage unless land is available (Digby 1978).
B. DE£INWQN" OF A HOUSING CO-OPERATIVE
A co-operative has been defined as a legally incorporated group of people, generally of limited means, pursuing
on economic purpose in which membership is voluntary and control in democratic way. Members make are
approximately equal cnntribndons to the capital required, and an:; profit is distributed among them in proportion
to the business they have done with the co-operative. A housing co-operative fulfils these conditions:
1. It is inco~rated, that is to say, it is a legally recognized body with power to do all those things which
could be done by an individual carrying on his own business.
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2. It is democratically controlled, each member having one vote, no matter what the number of his shares.
3, ~. ubers make an approximately equal contribution to capital on which they receive a fixed rate of
interest.
4. Profits are not distributed as with most co-operatives in proportion to member's business with the co-
operative, "ut they are still used for the general good of the membership and not for individual gain.
5. Membership is voluntary and members may retire if the organization ceases to meet their needs.
6. The organization has a social purpose principally the provision of good housing at low cost and is not
a profit-making undertaking, neither is it government institution.
Voluntary and spontaneous formation, group responsibility. equality of rights and duties. common ownership,
permanent or temporary, and common services are the marks of the housing co-operative (Digby, 1978:2).
C. THE HISTORY OF HOUSING CO-OPERATIVE
111every first experieme in formal consumer co-operative is that of the Rochdale pioneers in 1844. This collective
was formed amidst the ircreasing deprivation of industrialization. The purpose was to pool resources and to then
engage informal business for the benefit of all members. The Rochdale beginnings are in many respects
insignificant, because the actual development of large scale schemes like this did not occur at this place (Ward,
1985). The uncommitted state reaction to provide financial resources, technical assistance, legal and
administrative framework have resulted in retarded growth of cooperatives in England. (Hands, 1775: 112). The
source for low income housing continued to be the public sector, so that only 2% of the total housing stock in
tbe mid 1970's, were built co-operatively (Lansley 1976, 189). After Rockdale the idea of cooperative housing
first spread to Denmark (1850) and then. to the rest of Europe, aU within approximately twenty years later. The
real advantages of co-operative housing schemes was however to be discovered ouly after and during the two
world Wars. The acute housing crises and shortage of state resources were to motivate government to rely on the
creativity and initiative of local groups. The first housing association was then the Stockholm co-operative
housing association of 1915. The example of this association was to inspire the Swedish government to employ
this strategy on a large scale, aftet; the Second World War. A three tier instituticcal system was subsequently
created and this is what their respective functions were:
1. NATIONAL CO-OPERA'CIYE BODY
Providing technical, legal, financial and economic services.
2. LOCAL CO·OPERATIVE ORGANIZATION
Mobilizing savings, organizing planning, building and management activities housing society who owns
the estatz (Hands, 1975 : 49).
This development of a specialized frameworks was encouraged by the mobilization of large subsidies,
in the form of cheap capital and the tax exemption for participants (Guhr 1983).
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The development of co-operative housing frameworks were exported from its original European origins
to many parIS of the world, including the third world. For example Lewin's (1976) study addresses the
prospects of this kind of strategy for self-help schemes in African with relative success. The
expertise available at present does not only came from various government but also from international
aid agencies. like the co-operative housing foundation. In fact, an international forum for continued
discussion of the co-operative strategy exists, called the co-operative Alliance. At the 1966 gathering the
consensus was that the most important traits of successful co-operative were those that provided member
education, different levels of intervention and services, and financial assistance (Guar, 1983). From
the iPrernational experience, the ccaaibudon of a Nepalese team Arichanya and Anson (1980: 251) on
the practical implication of people's involvement, is of importance to Guar (1983). People's involvement
is said to be involvement:
L In decision making
2. In project and programme planning and implementation
3. Through sharing benefits. and
4. By community monitoring or development project.
(Guar, 1983 : 86).
So then there are many examples of successes and failures. The long-'itanding tradition of housing delivery and
consumption in the cooperative way, has led to a number of publications summarizing lessons to be learnt in
prospective environments. like Swendan.
The fundamental indicators ofsiccessful co-operative were found to be those that promoted decentralized growth
, ie
1. Enabled the development of autonomy
2. Provided only a very basic co-operative framework
3. Encouraged member involvement and
4. Planned for continuing member education.
D. WRY FORMING HOUSINGCO:;.Q£ERATIVE?
The principal value of co-operative housing would seem to be that there are, in all advareed societies, a large
number ofpeopJe who may DOr be able to provide their housing completely unassisted. but are still in a position
to make a substantial contribution to that end. Such people may not need Or wish for municipal or state houses.
Itmay be recognized that their accommodation should not be a charge on the taxpayer, at least DOt in full. They
may not, indeed, be legally eligible for subsidized housing. The state and the taxpayer may however, be prepared
to accept the slight risk involved in guaranteeing on loan from a financia! institution run OD normal banking
prin::iples or for the small charge incurred in reducing the rate of interest on the Joan. or in raising the permitted
rent payable to thp co-operative. Such limited contributions can be used in a cooperative housing project to
produce a quite disproportionate volume of rew housing, built to a (standard which should be acceptable for many
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years to come (Digby, 1978 : 82).
E. CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING POLICY
Compared to other forms of formal housing, co-operative are said to he less costly. less personal and less
regulated (Digby 1978). This kind of living arrangements have been accepted in a large number of countries,
Digby's (1978) ,{efinition of a standard housing co-operative is that it is a "legally incorporated group of people,
generally of limited means. pursuing an economic purpose in which membership is voluntary and control is
democratic".
The nature of business of u housing co-operative is therefore very specific and precise. Co-operative housing is
very different from other housing forms not only in its appropriate philosophical attributes. but also because it
has very concise imprications and condition to be fulfilled. The legal and instirutional makings of a housing co-
operative are then fore exact, This does nor mean that all co-operative function in exactly the same manner. TIle
most important making of such an institution is that it is initiated by voluntary and spontaneous formation. it
function on group responsibility, promotes equalities of rights and duties • and is commonly owned. The life span
of the group Canbe temporalty or permanear, The arrangements for maintenance, administration and management
usually differs as well (Hands. 1975; Digby .1978). Housing co-operatives are generally considered co be
consumer co-operative, where the ties of common workplace and working conditions are used to organize the
erection of domiciles (Hands, 1975). Hands (1975) list three kinds of housing co-operative. as well as the
arguments for and against each type. As three varieties are listed below, it will be realized that these twO
principles are the controversial ones. In terms of low-ircome housing and keeping the cost low, in particular some
forms of co-operatives seems more advantageous. These are the different kinds of housing co-operative.
1. MARKET YALUE
Inmarket value co-operatives members are allowed to sell their portions at market rates, considered favourable
because it conforms to private enterprise, Members can expect market value returns and this acts as a hedge
against inflation. It is also found that in such instances earlier members do not subsidize later entrants. The
disadvantages are that the principles of open membership and non-profit is Violated. Speculation is set to occur
which leads to the systematic exclusion of low-income households.
2. MORTGAGE REPAYMENT
This kind of arrangement provides for a member to repay what he or she has paid. The principle of non-
profitability is kept intact, in this way, as speculation is controlled, This mechanism, however, discourages
continued investment lnto the property and there is also no equitable way known to refund departing members.
3. PARYAWJE
In this case it is expected from members to sell their share back to the society. The intention is to prevent
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speculation. In the experience of this kind of cooperative, it was found that Ute initial payments tend to be smaller
and Ute administrative system simple. However t Ute inflation aspect is not catered for, and earlier members are
not compensated satisfactorily (Hans. 30-36).
Historically, it would seem that the smaller societies are for more manageable and. teoo to be less bureaucratic and
less inflationary in this regard.
F. FINANCE FOR CO-OPERATIVE
McGuide (1981) scanned the international environment inUte same way to find mechanism (0 accommodate Ute
marginal section of a populadon, This is his summary: "A housing finance can accommodate marginal borne
purchasers in several ways without resorting to direct government subsidies. Some of the alternatives are:
1. Reduce the size of the loan needed
2. Reduce the interest rate
3. Lengthen the repayment period
4. Provide for graduated repayments (Me Gurre, 89).
1. FINANCE
Houses are costly possessions for many people Utey are Ute principles investment of a life time, A Co-operative
Which set out to build houses must from the very beginning think in terms of quite large finance expenditure. This
need not all come from the members, at least at the outset, but unless adequate funds are likely to be available
from some source, and on reasonable terms, it is useless to go any further with the project. This means that
careful enquiries must be made from the very beginning both as to the amount which members are able and
prepared to contribute and as to other sources for funds. In the main these will be loans, long and short term,
and it is necessary to know for what period they will be granted, what interest they will carry and Ute kind of
security for which the lenders will ask • Whether the co-operative proposes to build individual r'luse which will
in. the end become the sale property of members, or to be let to the members as tenants, 1 .nethod of financing
is in fact very much the same (Digby 1978:35).
1.1 MEMBERIS CONTRmunON
The foundation of co-operative housing finance is the member's contribution. This may be built up in various
ways. In some counties, Ute member begin by paying a small entrance fee. Sometimes there is an annual
subscription, More often, lIe/she takes up a share which may be of a nominal value or may be fairly substantial.
\V1Iere Utefree or share is small, itis nearly always linked with a :regular savings schemes, and Utemember may
always linked with equator savings scheme, and the member may not be eligible to receive a house until his
savings have reached on agreed figure. The time required to meet this point may be calculated to match Ute time
whichhe will have to wait before a house can be build and made available to him. In most countries the liability
of the member for the debts of the co-operative is limited to the nominal value of his share. The member's
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contribution, when they are in the form of a fee, shares or deposits, always bear a fixed relation to the expected
total cost of the house or flat which lie will occupy. It may be as low as 3.% Or as high as 30%. It is nearly always
lower in the case of a tenancy co-operative, usually between 5%and 15%, but a good deal higher, very rarely
below 20% in those which build houses for eventual ownership. The proportion is also lower for small,
ecooomically build houses with a minimum of facilities, and higher for those which are larger, more elaborately
equipped and presumably required by people with relatively high incomes. At this point it should be made clear
.that most members of housing co-operative have to take up shares or make savings deposits before they became
eligible for a house and usually well before building has even begun. Tins applies only to co-operatives of which
the members are intending house occupiers, Tenants who are allocated houses or flats built by trade unions or
COIlS\lIlJ.e[co-operatives do not have to pay anything until actually enter into possession and form their local
tenant's or owners (Digby 1978:35).
1.2 ~
All housing co-operative works to a considerable extent on borrowed capital. In a number of countries borrowing
takes place in two stages, TIle first loan is for actual building and is usually at short term. for a year or eighteen
months at most. It may be obtained from a private bank or a co-operative bank, or an insurance company or a
local authority. The interest in most cases is likely to be fairly heavy, as the housing co-operative has nothlng to
offer in security except the members subscribed share capital. in addition to the value of the site, provided it is
the freehold property of the co-operative. This is not always tile case, and leasehold is not such good security.
There are two answers to the problem of collateral.
L The government may be prepared to guarantee the Joan to the lending bank on other institution,
alternatively in countries with mature housing co-operatives themselves have built up a national fund,
known as a credit fund or a.national savings and building fund, foi the express purpose of making short
term loans to member co-operatives. As soon as these loans ate repaid, they can be lent again to another
housing co-operative or for the initiation of a new project in the same co-operative, The fund is in fact
what is known as it "revolv ing funds". As soon as a building is actually in existence, the snnl
stage of financing can.begin, This is the negotiation of a long term mortgage loan which is used to pay
off the construction loan and is.itself paid off over a long term of years by the co-ooeradve on behalf of
its members. TIle loan may be divided into first, Second and. third mortgages. It may be borrowed
direct from the national Or local authority, from state savings bank, from private credit
institution such as a social insurance funds or a building loan societies.
G. SUBSIDIES,
l:)itt'ct subsidies are unusual, but are available from same government e.g. South Africa. Sometimes provision
is made for a remission of the last instalment of a government loan, up to 20% of the total provided previous
instalments have been promptly paid. This is a form of subsidy deferred to a fairly remote future. Snbsidfes may
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be available for the housing of special groups such as workers income low, large families, the physically
handicapped or the aged. A subsidy may also be llaid not as a substitute for part of the loan, but as a way of
reducing what would otherwise have been a high rate of interest.
REPAYMENT OF LOANS
The period allowed for paying off a loan on d co-operative housing schetue varies a good deal between different
countries. Repayment is usually in equal instalments, but various forms Or relief may (not) be offered in the first
few years. State loans and subsidies, in most countries are special institution has been set up with the objective
of providing government loans for housing purposes. Loans are in some cases supplemented by subsidies.
BATES OF INTEREST
The rate of interest on loans is usually low if it is from a government source. It may be kept low by a subsidy
when it came from another source. If should be repeated that all the loans and other forms of support described
above, are given to the co-operative as a corporate body, not to the individual member. It is the co-operative
whic» is respousible for the payment of interest and amortization, and it continues to be so responsible even if
merr rs die or abscond. leaving debts unpaid. There is no single system of financing a co-operative housing
I .neme. In each country it is necessary (0 explore the sources of loans and the available lending institutions and
discover the most advantageous way of proceeding.
H. LEGAL REOUmm.mNTS
In nearly all countries housing co-operatives are registered incorporatised bodies with power to buy, sell, own
and mortgage property, borrow and lend money, sue and be sued, in the same way as a natural person (Digby,
1978:2). It is not required .bat common or civil law be adapted to facilitate the societies to conduct business with
the external environment. Tnese laws are also required to enforce co-operative rules. formally agreed upon by
the participants in terms of m; co-operative principles. These are the two main objectives of a legal infrastructure
(Digby, 1978: 17). General housing law. especially ordinances would still apply, however (Gar, 1983: 73),
1. .c.o-OPERATIYE ROUSING LAW
Formulating internal rules for cooperative is an.important step in the life of the society.
2. CO-OPERATIVE HOlTSING RULES
The formalization of co-operative laws of agreement is important because the culture of housing
provision uses legality as a guarantee of liability.
As Lewin explains :
"..•.••..... the legal framework is vital to the (:0 operation of the housing co-operative and essential for
the collective acquisition of land, procurement of construction funds, and the determination of rights,
duties ard liabilities of the members, the co-ops and the sponsoring agency. If the housing society were
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not legally neither be able to perform its obligations towards the members, nor would the members be
obliged by any agreement with co-ops".
(Lewin A.C, i976 : 281).
L The co-operative laws of most countries have a similar basic character, They have two objectives:
1. To provide for the incorporation and smooth working of a business organization.
2. To ensure thar this organization acts on co-operative principles and is not carries on. for private gain.
The fact that housing co-operatives are usually incorporated under a general co-operative law does not
mean that they are not also subject to other legislation. Co-ops are voluntary associations which are
regarded either as legitimating Instruments of the state Of agents to modify decision-making structures,
because of the legal elements, co-operative are formalized as accepted institutions.
J. CQ.QPERAIIYE TASKS
The principles of co-operation subscribes to values of accountability, flexibility and teamwork. Hands has
generated five (5) institutional necessities for co-operative .
1. Decentralized growth
2. Basic co-operative framework
3. Member involvement
4. Development of autonomy
5. Continuous co-operative education
(Hands 1973 : 63).
The organization of co-operatives constitutes not one formal body. but a range of institutions. The most importanr
sub-organizaticn 21'e:
I. The General meeting (as the bighest anthority)
2. The Management Committee
3. The institutions (If the project
4. The occupancy agreement.
In addition, like every organization, co-operatives are run on procedures an administration, while the General
meeting is arguably the ultimate source of power, in the experience of AC Lewin power is determined by the
leadership and the sponsorship (Lewin 1976:56). Another important issue to resolve is what exactly contributes
on enabling of facilitating environment, AC Lewin has identified same necessary constituents for the environment
with which individucl co-ops interacts, he says effectiveness and successes of an integrated servicing organization
are determined by the existence and availability of :
1. A legal framework
2. A programme which allocates well defined goals to the promoting agency
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3. An active government policy
4. Housing financing system and institutions
5. Trained staff and urban building land
(Lewin 56).
Principles that the constitute The tasks of a cooperative organization are to materialize cooperative in the
following practical way:
1. Organize potential project participants into co-ops
2. Provide information on project catline, financial obligations and technical details.
3. Idenrify uses priorities in different project components
4. Provide feedback to the housing agency
5. Assist in payments procedures
6. Offer technical advice on construction, materials and other technical elements
7. Organize maintenance of communal facilities
(Guhr, 1983 : 102).
There are three (3) other organizations consduze the formal aid that is necessary to support a co-operadve system
effectively which are:
1. Tecnnical Service Organization (ISO)
2. Credit Mechanism (CMS)
3. Building materials production centres (BMPC) (Lewin 1981).
FINDING Arm DEVELOPING A SITE
As soon as ;1 housing co-operative is formed, possibly even before it is formed, it is necessary to secure the
possession or at least the assured long-term use of a building site. This may well be the necessary condition of
securing a loan. The older housing co-operatives went out in to the property market and bought land wherever
they could find it, provided it was suitable for building and the price was within the means of their members. In
a number of countries an approved housing co-operative may receive land free, at a concessionary rate 011 a long
lease from national or local authorities.
BIDLDJNG AND CONTRAC'rING
There are two main system with some local variations. The co-operative, or more often a federation of co-
operatives may itself undertake the whole process of planning , desigrung and building. Alternatively it may
confine itself to making a general plan, employ a private firm of architects to make the detailed design and finally
put the actual bnilding operation out to terder, Before the housing co-operative is prepared to enter into a contract
'mth a budding firm. it will find it prudent to ask for several tenders and compare them carefully.
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S!lPPLY OF MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT
Several national co-operative housing federations even if they employ contractors to undertake the actual building,
may still undertake the bulk purchase or manufacture of building material and fitting.
OCC!JPATIQN
The running of a housing co-operative is as important as the actual building. There must in the first place, have
been a good choice of members. Their economic position, their ability not only [0 pay their share on admission.
but to go on paying over a long period of years is important. The social acceptability to one another is important.
So is the readiness of at least a considerable number to take active responsibility for managing the affairs of the
co-operative. There must be a certain measure of discipline which all can accept. The system of management must
eIJSUrethat the financial obligations of the co-operative are met. that the fabric of the building is maintained, and
its outward appearance remains creditable. At the same time, all the reasonable needs and wishes of the members
must be fulfilled as far as is humanly possible. There must be security of tenure but also some means by which
membership Can be relinquished without loss to the member or the society (Digby 1978).
ALLQCATION OF Il\YELlJNG
Some co-operative housing projects are exactly planned to accommodate the member, generally rather few in
number, but whom it has been formed. Housing co-operatives with "open" membership. however usually have
a waiting list of people seeking accommodation, some of whom may have been waiting for a long time. There
may also be many other houseless people who would became members if they knew more of the co-operative or
if there were chance that it could house them in any reasonable period of time. In this type of co-operatives, and
in countries where the pressure for housing is severe, even desperate, it is necessary to devise a metliod of
allocation which is fail' to all, simple and easily understood.
TENURl!.
In the case of houses whlch are in effect being bought on hire purchase by the member from the co-operative, the
member does not enter into complete ownership, either freehold or leasehold, until the loan is paid off. In me
mean time he is subject to certain restrictions. InHong Kong examples, flats cannot be ill"..rrgaged while the loan
is outstanding, nor can they be assigned on sublet without permission. no lodgers, 'llter than members of the
family many be received. To prevent speculation, it may be laid down that co-operadvely built houses may not,
be alienated in less than six (6) years from the date of occupation. Elsewhere, if a member wishes to sell or left
his bouse less than ten (10) years after he took it over, be must first offer to sel] it to the co-operative, IlIJ.rl'mly
sell to an outsider if the co-operative is unwilling to purchase. The co-operative further takes any profit from sales
to a third party of from sub-letting. Inmany countries houses on which there is a mortgage may only be alienated
with the permission of the co-operative and not at a profit. In Switzerland even transfers to members of the
owner's family are subject to the co-operative's permission. In those <:I.'.• operatives in which the ownership of
houses remains permanently with the co-operative as a corporate body, th,~member usually receives a life tenancy
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or permanent right of occupation (Digby 1978 : 55).
TRANSFER OF DWELLINGS
Many people otherwise attracted by the ideas of co-operative housing are concerned as to rights and interest
should they be compelled to move, perhaps because their work has move. to some other part of the country. How
much of the capital they have invested in their house will they be able to recover? Will they be in any better
position to secure accommodation in the place to which they are going than if they had not been a member of a
co-operative? wm they have any say in the choice of a tenant to succeed them? If their absence is likely to be no
more than (eJ11porruy, will they be able to sub-let? What will happen when die? In particular, will the surviving
partner of a marriage be able to remain in his or he home? If co-operatives aiming at house ownership for their
members, the position does not differ materially from that of any owner of a mortgaged house, though the co-
operative may want to interview the new occupier to make sure that he is solvent and otherwise acceptable, and
there may be restrictions on sale for profit and subletting. The problem only really arises in an acute form in the
case of co-operatives for permanent tenancy. To take first the case in which a member dies, in most countries
members are allowed to leave their right of occupation by will, though legatees are sometimes restricted to near
relatives. and in some cases the consent of the co-operative is required. As regards transfer during a member's
lifetime, members are free to leave a housing co-operative at any time, but the transfer of a dwelling from a
resigning member to a new member calls for the approval of the co-operative or in practice, of the committee,
In Sweden, the procedure is that the retiring member sells his rights to a successor, who has been approved by
both the "daughter" and "parent" co-operative of which he is a member. The price may cover the original capital
payment and the payments towards the amortization of the loan which he has already maca, but not the interest
nor any other charge. In Norway on the other hand, the member who is leaving may recover the amortization
which be has already paid, as this is regarded as rent. If the interior of the flat Or house is bad repair, a deduction,
assessv ' v a tenant's committee may be made to cover the cost of repair and redecoration (Digby 1978 : 58).
MAlNl'ENANCE
Inmost housing co-operatives the co-operative is responsible for maintaining the fabric of building as long as they
remain co-operative property. Inmost European countries tenants, and those who are in course of hire, purchasing
their houses, are responsible for interior decoration and minor repairs, through !his may be at the decision of the
co-operative, or it may retain the right of occasional inspection and the execution of neglected repairs at the
tenants's expense,
In tenants co-operatives inmany countries fix: their own rents, they cover the interest and amortization of the loans
which the co-operative has contracted, plus the cost of managing the property (Digby 1978 ! 62).
TERMINATION.
As already noted, there are two forms of housing co-operative, "terminating" and "continuing". A terminating
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housing co-operative is one in which loans, expert advice, perhaps bulk purchase of materials enable the members
to build their own houses and pay for them over a fixed period, when payments have been completed and the
houses are legally in the full possession of the members. the co-operative is wound up. The law and the JUles
provide a simple procedure for this operation, which must be include the payment of any debt which the co-
operatives as such may still have out standing am the disposa! of any assets which remain in its bands, such assets
may distributed on an agreed system among the members on more frequently. transferred to same other
organization, providing low cost housing. It should not be assumed that all co-operatives which aim at house
ownership are necessarily wound-up on the transfer of the last house to its owner, Some remain as being in order
to administer the common services or amenities of the settlement and to give members a chance of exchanging
views on how it should be conducted. If financial respcnsrbilities are reduced. and its power over its members
is less, but it may still have useful work to do.
The aim and purpose of a tenancy co-operative is to be permanent and maintain indefinitely the joint ownership
and management of a housing project. It is recognized, however in the co-operative law or rules of several
countries. that there are circumstances in which the member of a housing co-operative may wish or be compelled
to wind up its affairs. It may be in financial difficulties through bad judgement or circumstances over which it
has no control, and may be unable to meet its obligation. The members ruay have lost interest or there may be
deep divisions among them, dlough there does rot in fact seem to be any record of such occurrence. On the other
hand, the co-operative may through change in land values and shift of population, find itself in possession of
property valuable out of all proportion to the payments made by members. In such circumstances they may be
tempted to realise the accrued value, through a speculative sale. me dissolution of the co-operative and the
distribution of its assets to the members. This is not the purpose for which it was formed or for which it received
aid from public funds. In several countries these possibilities have taken into account in the law and in the rules
of the co-operative.
In particular, mere are provision to prevent the speculative sale of co-operative property. Co-operative must
remain permanently in operadon and that the site and the building on it must continue to be property of the co-
operative. In the case of houses put up by a co-operative of building trade workers the position i:; ramer different,
since the trade unionmay not wi<hto remain in the position of landlord indefinitely, it is provided, therefore that
the property must not be transferred to private ownership but must pas to the local authority should me
cooperative been wound-up. Alternatively, in same countries it may be transferred to a co-operative formed by
the tenants (Digby 1978).
ADVANTAGES OF CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING
Lewin (19'/6) promotes the idea of cooperative for full scale implementation in leaser developed countries for the
following reasons: •
1. Co-operative schemes have led to the creation of integrated urban communities, where me standard of
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living has been .aised in general •
2. The autonomy of internal control "assigned" to co-operative societies and their supervising bodies,
haveled to prevention of speculation and illegal transfer of houses.
3. Because of a collective system of finance and repayment, the danger of defaults are being reduced
significantly.
4. Collective ventures like these also allow for the mobilization of savings and other self resources,
decreasing, reducing the amount of resources needed for housing programmes for the national
aggregate.
5. With the accumulation of experience, it was found that there was a continual improvement in the
operations of co-operative housing programmes.
The following twO conclusion can be made about the advantages of co-operative housing.
1. Co-operative housing developments can alleviate a housing crisis effectively.
2. This is a mechanism for planned economic growth.
(Hands. 1975 : 27).
DISADVANTAGES OF HQUSJNrU;O-OPf:RAIIYES MAY mCLt/DE THE fOLLOWING:
1. TIley require considerable effort and commitment from the members, if this is lacking the co-operative
will experience problems.
2. TIley require individual to forego possible personal gain so that the members as a whole will benefit.
3. TIle same types of co-operative, members do not have individual title to their own houses.
K. ~RATIYES IN SQUID. AFRICA
TIle specific target for which boll'iing co-operadve is being aimed is tile very large low-income group. Successful
incidences of co-operative housing are those where the financial stimuli and rewards were not in short supply.
According to the collected opinion there is a number of reasons why co-operatives ought to be considered for in
South Africa (mines), and the following were some of the reasons (Pietersen F 1990 : 41) :
1. CO-OPERATIVES PROMQTE EQUAU!y
At roo! (If much of tile houslng struggles (and tile wider struggles ) is the demand for political say
(Hendler, 1989b) co-operatives not only promote political equality but also economic equality. The
historical deprivadoa from tbe social goods. is placing a strain OU the society to address such
inequalities.
2. Various professionals working in the low income communities of South Africa, especially in informal
settlements and creativity exercised in such environments with further assistance (financial, institutional
and technkal ) it is expected that such ventures could be encouraged to perform with greater success. The
JUbilee initiative report (1990) also conmena on the resourcefulness and tile financial capacities of these
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marginal households.
3. There is also an opinion that the informal propensity to save and to pool resources recognized in the very
many inf011111l1 savings clubs (Coerzee, 1989) a "stokvels'' needs to be optimized.
4. Although South Africa has experienced reduced levels of economic growth (Lee and Schlemme 1989)
there is very little reason to belief that the level mastery and skiU in this country is under-developed (UF
1990).
5. Although the financial. legal and especially the institutional demands are profound. the degree of
development of housing delivery and administrative skill in this country is quite extensive. The level of
competency is beyond the usual third world capacity.
6. Although co-operation is a life sustaining necessity and is not activated by merely formal decree, co-
operative housing schemes and other formal ventures do not work automatically. the major issues auy
society would have [0 address foremost is the factor of finance to mobilize towards initiation of
sustained cooperative housing programmes. Subsequently. the term of finance would demand
alterations to the framework of housing delivery and by implication it therefore necessitates
reconception of legal and institutional matters. The criteria of financial. legal and instimtional re-
organization were found to be universal in their demands. Other housing factors like land, local
government, and so on are more context specific.
How can the mine workers use institutional subsidy and co-operative hOllsing strategy through trade unions to
build houses for themselves?
III South Mrica, because we do not have any housing co-operativelaw, the co-operative housing board member
can use section 21 Company Act to register as a non-profit organization. The structure which can be used by the
mine housing co-operative is this one.
AFli'ORDABLE HOUSING STRATEGY FOR MINE WORKERS IN SOUTH AFRICA
Co-operative housing strategy using institutional subsidies scheme. (See Figure 12).
CONCLUSION
The co-operative housing board can get land from the local government, the mine owners can buy !and in the
existing township. The local government through participation within the co-operative will be responsible for
infrastructure. The housing co-operative board can buy the existing hostels and start to develop this structure to
family flats. Because housing co-operative members are working, the housing co-operative board can appoint
a private company to rented served for its members. In South Africa there is a company called Cope which
renders service to housing co-ops or collective housing as known in South Africa.
There are various theoretical planning approaches which we will look at in the following chapter and we will
come up with a suirable planning approach for housing the mlneworkers,
AFFORDABLE HOUSING STRATEGY FOR MIt\E WORKERS IN SOUTH AFRICA
Co-sopera tive housing structure using institutional subsidy
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CHAPTER ..s..
£LANNING APPKQA.CH.
A. INTROOUCTION
Having discussed inChapter 4 a housing co-operative strategic for low income mine workers in South Africa. the
aim of this chapter is to look at different planning approaches which have been developed to assists the planner
in decision-making. This chapter will also seek an planning approach which is "appropriate" for Housing Co-
operative. Firstly we will look at the concept of Planning.
1. .THE CONCEPT OF PLANNING
The term planning may be defined in various ways, each conveying particular in1ages of what planning is :
1. "Concerned with deliberately achieving some objective, and it proceeds by assembling actions into some
orderly sequence" (Hall, 1976, p.4)
2. UA process of determining appropriate future action through a sequence of choice"
(Davidoff & Reiner in Faludi , 1973, p.Ll)
3. "Aconrinuous process which involves decisions, or choices. about alternative ways of using available
resources, with the aim of achieving particular goals at some time in the future" (Conyers & Hills, 1984;
p.3)
4. "The control featore of the very concept of planning is often seen as that of ..... " a plan, which will
formally consist of one or more goal statement that ate successively reduced to more specific policies,
programs, and project. all spaced out over a limited period of time and related to sets of
priorities. standards. investment needs and financial arrangement (Friedmann, 1966)
5. "Planning may be simply regarded as reason acting on a network of ongoing activities through the
intervendon.of certain decision structure and process or planning may be considered as the guidance of
change within a social system" (Friedmann, 1967, p.346).
Despite the many definitions a\'ailable of planning some consensus exists in that planning is viewed as an activity
involving the responsibility to rake decision. "After all planning should modify its method to accommodate the
changes that have occurred in society from time to time" (Muller 1992).
B. Having established that planning is a decislon-making mechanism with the aim of achieving certain
goals by resource allocation in the future, through a sequence of actions. we can identity certain
characteristics of planning.
1. PLANNING AS A RESOlmCE ALLOCATION
Since resources are scarce aOO finite. planning is concerned with. making decisions on how "best' the available
resources can be utilized. Furthermore. the quantity and quality of resources will affect the course of action to
be taken, as well as' determine the range of alternatives available and which of those are most likely to be adopted.
As planning involves resource allocation, the collection am analysis of data concerning the availability of existing
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resources, becomes an important component in planning which serves as a mechanism of "distribution" and
"reasoned decision making" (Davidoff &. Reiner, 1973).
2. PLANNING AS AN ABILlTY TO ARTICULATE CHOICE
Ina society characterised by scarcities, choices have to be made about the way resources are to be allocated (how.
when and who). Not only scarcities, but personal preferences and time constraints make it impossible to provide
everyone with everything all at once, Planning therefore involves making decisions about possible courses of
actions to adopt by making choices. President Nyerere in Conyers and Hills (198 ~t emphasises planning
as a means to choose by quoting "planning means choosing between many desirable activities because not
everything can be done at once"
3. eLANNING AS A MEANS OF t\CIUEVlNG GOAl.S
Goals, or what is sometimes referred to as "ends", are specific directions or destinations (terminal states) which
the planner wishes and aims to accomplish. Thus planning becomes a means of aebi.wing the goal. The concept
of planning being a mechanism ofacbieving goals, may sometimes pose problems. This is particularly true when
goals are usually too vague and inadequately defined. For example, the goal to "encourage economic growth".
is not solid enough and offers no specific ::00. In this instance planning/decision-making would have to be
imremeraal inapproach, i.e, this means the planner uses the vague goals as a Starting point and hopes that with
time and more information available, the situation becomes clearer, In the Firs! World politicians prefer vague
goals as they can more easily claim to have achieved them (Diana Cuyers and Peter Hills, 1984, pages 3-8).
4. PLANNlNG AS A PROCESS
Planning should not only relate (0 deciding what courses of action are to be followed to achieve a particular goal,
bur also relate to deciding the sequence in which the various activities should be performed to proceed in logical
manner towards fulfilling that goal. In Faludi's words, planning "is a set of procedures which might be used by
a planning team in formulating rational programmes" (Faludi, 1973, p.261).
5, fLANNTNG AS A F1JTIlRE ORIENTATED ACTNr.I.:.Y
Planning as being a future orientated and dynamic activity, is manifested in that it involves making projections
anl predictions into the future, and choosing an appropriate course of action. It also is an "end" directed/goal-
orientated process, which implies the scheduling and sequential arrangement of activities to proceed in an orderly
and logical way towards achieving the goal. The fact that it is not possible to predict exactly what is to happen
in the future, means that planning involves a degree of uncertainties. (Diana Cuyers'and Peter Mills, 1984).
C. PLANNING THEORY
Having emphasisedzhat planning is a decision -making exercise, and in the words of Muller (1992), planning is
"a decision-making modus baving practical applicability in the real World" it requires an approach. We will look
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at different approaches to planning.
1. THE BLJ.!El>RINT APPRQA.CH
In a blueprint approach the planner is characterised by adopting a process in order to attain objectives with
certainty (i.e, preconceived solutions). As a result of this certainty the planner has no need to consider any
alternatives and thus no evaluation procedures are required. Similarly, 00 feedback mechanism is required as
modifications during implementation are not anticipated.
The blueprint approach also referred to as "master planning". is primarily based on land-use allocation and is
linear in nature (See Figure 13). Even though data is undertaken quite comprehensively, no clear problem
statements are made and thus difficulty exists in ranking them. Furthermore, the success of a master plan is
measured by the degree to \\-weh reality can be made to conform to the pre-conceived solution (Drake M, 1992).
Figure 13 : Blueprinr /Master plan Approach.
CRITICISM OF TIlE BIJlEPRINT APPROACH
ADVANTAGES:
1. Where certainties are evident (not very often the case) no alternatives are nec-ssary, ie, no time-
consuming alternative generation and evaluation procedures are required.
2. It operates within a framework of bounded rationality, as means and ends are pre-determined (Drake,
1992).
D.ISAllYANTAGES:
1. Is an unrealistic and inefficient approach. Too many uncertainties exist that make it impossible to plan
without anticipating later modifications.
2. Is inflexible in nature as no review or monitoring mechanism is available to account for changes that
might occur during implementation.
3. Is time consuming and expensive as it relies on vast and detailed amounts of data to forecast and base
objectives on certainty.
4. Public participation is minimal as public opinions are rarely considered. The process is thus unable to
accommodate fOJ: changes in local values,
5. Is a long linear process, that by the time it is completed, it is outdated.
6. The approach is non-cyclical, thus not allowing for continuous updating.
7. Is biased towards the physical component, thus not attempting to be at all synoptic and comprehensive.
8. Due to the assumption of certainty the approach employs only a limited and simplistic range of
techniques (Drake. 1992).
9. It is "elidst' in that it is conceived by a "selected few" and serves a narrow or limited sector of the
community (Drake. 1992)
Figure 13 Blueprint/Master Plan Approach
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2. THE RATWNAL-COMPREHENSIYE APP.RQ.ACH
The Rational-Comprehensive approach dominated the planning field for decades and its requirements are as
follows:-
I. A general set of values expressed as goals and objectives.
2. Generation and examination of all alternatives open for achieving the goals.
3. The prediction of all consequences that would follow from the adoption of each alternative.
4. The comparison of the consequences in relation to the agreed set of goals and objectives. and
5. The selection of the alternative whose consequences correspond to a greater degree with the goals and
objectives (Camhis, 1979).
This approach also requires a high degree of comprehensiveness. namely:
1. To satisfy not only one goal, but all goals of the various interest groups represented in society.
2. A complete set of actions is required to achieve a future desired state.
3. Examination of all possible alternatives open to a decision maker and all consequences deriving from
each alternative.
4. Equal Importance to all elements of the area concerned. i.e. examination of all the elements in the same
detail.
Although many models/processes have been developed over the years under the heading "rational comprehensive
planning". all have one thing in common, namely all agree that there is a general structure of goal formulation,
alternative generation. alternative evaluation and implementation and control.
Figure 14 : A general rational-comprehensive process (adapted).
CRITICISM OF THE RATIONAL-COMPREHENSIVE Al?£ROACB
ADYANTAGES !
1. Has some degree of flexibility inconsidering more than one alternative.
2. Is a synoptic approach which covers a wide range of problems by conducting a thorough collection of
data.
3. Considers alternative solutions for a short, medium and long term nature.
4. It is responsive to new data, by acknowledging and relying on monitoring, project evaluation and
feedback.
DISADYANTAGES :
1. It is impossible to look at all alternatives since it is impossible to conceive and deal with all the
alternatives, Le, there are limits to the human intellectual capacity (Lindblom in Faludi • 1973).
2. Information is often inadequate or unavailable to be able to generate all alternatlves (Etzioni inFaludi,
1973).
3. It becomes costly to generate all the alternatives and evaluate them.
4. The naive assumption that there is a consensus over goals. It is difficult to prioritise goals as problems
Figure 14 A general rational-comprehensive process (adapted)
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so
and ~•eferences are continuously changing (Etzioni in Faludi, 1973).
5. It tries to separate consideration of means and ends by assuming that once goals have been specified at
the initial stage, they do not need re-working or altering.
3. .IHE..DIsJOJNTED-INCREMEl'ITALlST APPROACH (Lindblom C, 1959)
Disjointed-incrementalism is merely an alternative decision-making approach which arose as a result of an attack
on the rational-comprehensive methodology. It may be characterised as the "branch" method of planning, as
opposed to the "root" method of ranonal-comprehensiveness. The "branch" method of incrementalism continnally
builds from the current situation step-by-step and in small degrees, whereas the "root" method of rational-
comprehensiveness starts with the fundamentals and builds from the ground lip.
Figure 15 : Incremental model of decision-making.
Lindblom was the first notable proponent of the disjointed incremental approach, and he outlined six primary
characteristics of his model, which were based on market decision-making:
1. Margin-dependent choice - the decision-maker concentrates only on those alternatives which differ
marginally from [he status quo.
2. Restricted variety of alternatives considered - only a small number of alternatives are considered for
which there is adequate information available. This economises the need for facts and directs the
decislon-maker to the relevant facts.
3. Restricted number of consequences considered- only a restricted number of "interesting" consequences
are considered for a given alternative, while others are deliberately avoided,
4. Re-definition of problem - the problem is constantly re-defined andmade manageable as incrementalism
allows for countless modifications I1f ends and means. In this way. relatively small changes are affected
in successive steps rather than in giant leaps, as constant analysis and evaluations allows for marginal
adjustments to the problem.
5. No "correct" solution - there is no "correct" solution, but merely a continuous attack on the problems at
hand. The test of a "good" alternative is the agreement on it, i.e, not having to compromise with
opposing ideologies.
6. Decisions taken are remedial - decision-making is based on problem-solving rather than on goal-
orientation.
(Lindblom. 1959, Etzionl, 1967)
Lindblom developed an approach based on two principles, namely limiting the area of rational choice (as it is
impossible and time consuming to consider all alternatives), and decisions are made in a disjointed-incrementalist
manter on the basis that decision-making in a pluralist society is on the basis that decision-making in a pluralist
society is made bydifferent people.
IINIT.
Figure 15: Incremental model of decision-making
Decision points
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(Source: Lindblom in Muller. From Survoy to strategy:
Twentieth Century Developments in \.lester') Planning Ml'lthod,
1992)
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CRmCISl\1 OF THE DJ$.IOll'lTEJ) INCREMENTALIST APPROACH
AJll' ANTAGES :
1. Only a limited number of alternatives are considered, thus reducing time, costs, and required data.
2. Choices made are marginal in that the decision-maker only considers those alternatives which are similar
to the sta tus quo.
3. Goals are adjusted to what is feasible, l.e, ends adjusted to means which are least costly.
1. It is conservative and "elitist" in nature, a.'; the decision taken reflects the interest of the most powerful
group in society (Camhis, 1979).
2. It is anti-innovatory, as future decisions do not deviate greatly from the present/starus quo (Camhis,
1979).
3. Ids descriptive as itmerely describes bow society is and ought to be in the furore. i.e, no actual process
was developed by Lindblom.
4. Problems are not completely solved but merely alleviated, as only short-term problems are solved. while
loug-term/indirect impacts are not taken into account.
4. tHE M1XED..5.CMlliING APPROACH
Mixed scanning is essentially the accomrnodatlon between the rational-comprehensive and disjointed-
incrementalist approaches, which incorpora. ..d elements of both while avoiding their Shortcomings, l.e,
incrementalism serves to reduce the detail required inmaking fundamental decislons, and rationalism helps to
overcome the conservative characteristics of incrementalism by exploring long-term alternatives (Etzioni in
Faludi. 1973).
Decision-making adopting the mixed scanning approach is seen to take pJace at two levels, namely at a
fundamental level (which i!. ., 'all encompassing" level which absorbs the overview and formulates values and
goals), and at an incremental level wIdch is derived from the fundamental decisions and revised after they have
been made (i.e, this highly detailed level will examine problems Closely and formulate objectives ).
Etzioni (1969) outlined the mixed scanning strategy as constituting of the follOWingsteps, which the decision-
maker should follow :
1. On strategic occasions:
a) List all. relevant alternatives
l,) Examine briefly the alternatives and rej.:ct those that reveal a "crippling objection"
c) Continue at 11 finer grain until only One alter-ative is left
2. Before impletnentation :
a) Divide implementation into steps
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b) Start with the least costly and most reversible implementation decision.
3. During review of implementation: .
a) Scan at the broad level after the first group of incremental decisions have been made
b) Where difficulties arise incremental areas, scan at a finer grain
c) Scan the "whole" area for review.
4. Criteria are to be formulated with reference to the allocation of time and other resources among the
different levels of scanning,
ft can be clearly seen from figure 15 below. that incremental decisions are made within the context set by the
fundamental decisions (i.e objectives are derived from goals ). Etzioni retains the element of rationality by
r,!quiring the all alternatives be examined, However. not all alternatives are examined in the same level of detail.
Figure 16: Mixed scanning approach
CRITICISM OF THE lVOXEI)-SCANNlNG APPROACH
ADVANTAGES:
1. Scanning. at a broad or detailed level. depends on the allocation of time and other resources (money.
expertise, equipment, and so on) available, thus making the process flexible.
2. The process is not necessarily time-consuming, in the sense that even though all alternatives are
examined they are not done on the same level of detail.
3. This approach offers choice, as modifications can take place at a fundamental or 'Llcrementallevel, l.e,
it is not necessary to begin the process from anew.
4. This approach takes costs into consideradon I as it starts implementation with [he least costly course of
action.
5. It is sensitive and reactive to changes (environmental or human). i.e • different levels of scanning for
different intensities of change.
6. Accepts the elements of risk involved in actions, thus allowing for modifications at an incremental or
fundamental level if the chosen course of action proves undesirable.
DISADYANTAGES:
1. The process can be costly during Implementation, i.e, required that scanning be done at three levels.
namely fundamental, incremental and overall.
2. The process is value-laden and "elitist!' as only "good" alternatives are considered, which do not a:di:t
with the values and interests of those whose support is essential for decision-making.
5, THE Sma..TE.GlC CHOICE APPROACH (Dekker &Mastop (1979)
The strategic choice approach was developed by the "Institute for Operational Research" as an attempt to answer
Figure 16 ~ Mix2d scanning approach
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the problems of making decisions, expressing choice (preference), selecting explanatory actions as well as
immediate commitment (short-term action), and exposing uncertainties.
The strategic choice approach promotes decision-making only when those decisions are absolutely necessary at
tile time, thus emphasising immediate short-term action. Other strategic choice characteristics include the process
acknowledging and attempting to deal with uncertainties by re-defining the problem, re-generating and re-
evaluating alternative (this is made possible by the various feed-back and feed-forward loops in the process).
Similarly, the process is cyclical allowing for continuous updating, and the decision-maker to become familiar
with the problem through a sequence of successive rounds of problem definition, evaluation and so on.
Furthermore, strategic choice emphasises a process of continuous choice involving the evaluation of alternatives
against the goals or Objectives which depict the desirable end state,
Figure 17 : The process of strategic choice
Dekker and Mastop, who worked on the application of strategic choice in Dutch Planning Practice, developed
the following process of strategic choice planning.
1. Problem definition - identifies relevant issues. called "decision areas". for a planning problem
2. Structuring - looks at a limited number of "decision areas" for which goals and objectives are
generated.
3. Alternatives - for each "decision area" all options are listed.
4. Evaluation - involves the choice of the "best" alternative.
S. Uncertainties - strategic choice accepts thaI, although the "best" alternative is chosen, certain
umertaindes still prevail. It is thus necessary to be able to redefine and/or re-structure the problems and
regenerate and/or re-evaluate alternatives.
6. Commitment - refers to the decision-maker being committed to hislher decision by implementing the
decision chosen.
At first glance the strategic choice process could be mistaken for the rational-comprehensive approach, as the
sequence of actions are similar, however, the strategic choice differs in that it is. problem-solving orientated
(opposed to being goal orientated). a continuous process which can shift emphasis (from health as an objective
to job creation, depending on the problem priority), constant feed-back mechanism are available at every stage
for the modification of actions (this means there is no need to start the process again), and is both short- and
long-term. orientated.
6. CRITICISM OF THE STRATEGIC CHOICE APPROA.cn:
AD.YANTAf'rE$ :
1. Strategic choice approach treats pJanning as an open-ended process, thus being functional rather than
descriptive,
2. The coecepts of the process are easy to grasp,
Problem Definition
Actions
Figur~ 17 ,The process of strategic choice
(Source Dekker F and Mastop Hi Strategic Choice : An
Application in Dutch Planning Practicel 1979)
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3. It stresses minimising survey and data collection by collecting data as and when it is available (Van
Stoenbergen, 1990)
4. Strategic choice approach is flexible as it allows for the "shifting of the problem focus", as problem
priorities do not remain static but change, depending on the problem intensity and nature.
5, The process is cyclical allowing for continuous updathg.
6. The process accepts ureertainties and attempts to minimize them by allowing tor continuous feed-back
(re-definition of problems, re-evaluation of alternatives, and so on).
7. The process is flexible and robust allowing for immediate modifications.
PlSADYANTAGE5 :
1. The process is plan-action - plan orientated, This sequence may not always be appropriate, as in the case
of the third world countries Which requires immediate actions to its endemic crises.
2. Associated to the plan-action-plan sequence is the time factor, l.e. not appropriate for mediate short-
term planning.
7. ALLOCATIYE PLANNING
Allocative planning is the assigning of resource increments among competing USes.Typically, this is the task of
national planning institutions and, for many people, it is the only task with which planning should be properly
concerned, There are four characteristics of allocative planning which can help US to define this planning process.
1. Comprehensiveness. Allocative planning must be comprehensive with respect to at least the following
(a) The interdepeuderce among all of the explicitly stated objectives of the system (or subsystem), (b)
The inter-dependence in the use of all available resource of the system (or subsystem) and (c) The
influerce of all external variables on the setting of intermediate targecs,
Comprehensiveness has become a preoccupation with allocative planners. They believe that their special
contribution to social decision-maki- 'ves mainly from their ability to manipulate a comprehensive
set of variables aOO objectives aOO to aCllt,,";, as a result, a point of view that necessarily coincides with •
the interest of the system (or sub-system) as a whole, that is, with the public interest. Their close
-ssocladon with executive power reinforces this conception of themselves. Thus, far from being mere
experts, neutral with respect to value, allocadve planners will often defend a set of value propositions
as essential to the survival and well-being of the system (or sub-system). Since the concept of a public
interest is difficult to maintain, however, especially in pluralistic or m nonmtegrated societies, the
powers of allocation planning are often resented by groups whose partial concerns are threatened by an
insistence on public values arrived at independently of any political process.
2. System-wide balances. The opdmallty criterion, the basic norm for allocative planning, requires a
balance among the variable components of the planning system, The model with which allocative
planners customarily work is necessarily inequilibrium. Thus, planning investment must not exceed the
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capacity to invest, total imports must not exceed projected exports, employment gains must not be less
than the increase of the labour force, electric energy production must meet projected power
consumption. It is a question of determining the right magnitudes as the targets of the economic system.
Accompanying a set of carefully worker out quantitative targets, is usually a text suggesting changes in
existing policies that are thought necessary for their achievement.
3. Synthesis. Neither comprehensiveness nor systematic balance can be obtained without the aid of one or
more synthetic models of the economy. These models allow study of the functioning of the system under
quasi-experimental conditions as different conditions are considered and their implications are observed.
The most common models include national economic accounts, input-output matrixes, simulation
models, and econometric policy models. The models are abstracted from the institutional and legal
framework of the economic system and from the person through whom the system works.
4. Functional rationality. Allocative planning is an attempt to be functionally rational in that the
objectives of the system are supposed to be determined externally through a political process that does
not significantly involve the planners themselves. Planning, therefore, appears as only a working out
of the implications of public policy of norms established independently.
5. Implementation. The institution, charged with implenientation of the plans must remain constantly
aware of the need to carry out the policies and advance towards the targets of the models.
Implementation, however, is not an independent step taken subsequent to plan making: The kind of
implementing mechanism adopted will itself influence the character of the plan and the way it is
formulated. The formulation azd implementation of plans are closely interdependent process, $0 ilia! the
choice of one will in large measure also determine the second. For this reason, allocative planning will
be either plan-oriented or process-oriented (J. Friedmann 196/', pages 357-359),
8. INNOYATIVE PLANNING
This appears as a form of social action intended to produce major changes in an existing social system. According
to Neil W.Chaberiain, it creates "wholly new categories of activity, usually large in scale, so that the cannot be
reached by increments of present activity, but only by initiating a new line of activity which eventually leads to
the conceived result". Unlike aIlocative planning, it is not preliminary to action but a fusion or synthesis of plan-
making and plan-implementing activities within an organizational frame. There are four characteristics of
innovative planning :
L Innovative planning seeks to introduce and legitimize new social objectives. Its central attention is,
therefore, on the main points of leverage that will accomplish this task. By concentrating on only a few
variables, inuovative planners inevitably ignore large parts of the total value spectrum of the society into
which the innovation is to be introduced. At the same time, only the most general consequences are
considered, with attention to those which relate to expected structural changes in the system. The
emphasis, ,thrrefore, is on the guie ince of change through a selective repatterning of the influences on
social action rather than on the multiple consequences of alternative allocations.
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2. Innovative planning is also concerned with translating general value propositions into new institutional
arrangements and concrete action programs. This difficult task usually falls upon a creative minority,
which is basically dissatisfied with the exist'zg situation. The organization of these groups, their self-
articulation, and their functioning - until they themselves become subject to inevitable routinization may
all be thought of as part of the process of innovative planning.
3. Innovative planners are public entrepreneurs who are likely to have more interest in mobilizing
resources than in their optimal allccadon among competing uses. They will seek to redirect financial and
human resources to those areas which promise to lead to significant changes in the system. In <mat
to allocative planners who strive for equal marginal returns. innovative planners seeks to obtain the
largest amount of resources for their projects, even if this should mean weakening the purposes of
competing organization Innovative planners are only peripherally concerned with these other purposes,
by weakening other parts of the system, they may even gain a temporary advantage for themselves and
facilitate the process of transformation.
4. Innovative planners propose to guide the process of change and the consequent adjustments within the
system. through the feedback of information regarding the actual consequence" of innovation, innovative
planners are not, as a rule. interested in gradually modifying existing policies to conform to expected
results, lnoovative planners an: more limited in focusing mainly on the immediate and narrowly defined
result of the proposed innovation. and more ambitious in advan::ing a major project and labouring
diligently !O introduce it into society. Modification of this project will tend to OCcuronly as a result of
political compromise in the course of getting it accepted and me actual consequences of the policy in
operation that suggest the desirability of changes in its original form. In place of experiments in vitro
(through the manipulation of economic models ), innovative planners prefers me device of pilot
schemes. where the utility of an idea can be observed in action. Innovative planning is especially
prevalent in rapidly changing social systems. It is, in fact, a method for coping with problems that arise
under conditions of rapid change, and it will tend to disrupt existing balances (1. Friedmann 1967 ; 363-
365).
D. CONCurSION
South African has been a colony of Britain, and all the planning approaches which have been developed in this
country are basically from Britain, in the mining sector of South Africa labour was always secondary to
production, that is the planning approach which have been followed by the mining sectors since the discovery of
diamonds inKimberley and gold in the Reef has been master plan approaches consider only with profit making.
Accommodation for workers was based Onmass production of hostels. and the mine workers had no say in the
running of the mine. As we have look at the planning approach which can assist in developing houses for low
income mine workers we can say that the above cannot be suitable for delivery of houses for mine worker. The
last two planning approaches which we have .Hscussed can help only if the mining sector of South Africa can see
the need to have development planner in their industry I then as a planner one can chose between this two model
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which one to follow. All of these models discussed above include community participation but community
participation is secondary in their approaches. The best approach of planning which can be used in housing
delivery for the low income miners can be participation. The major failure of the ruining housing scheme is the
absence of consultation and participation of the workers. In the following chapter we will look at participation
as a planning method which is suitable for Housing Co-operatives.
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CHAPTERJi
A. AN APPROPRIATE PLANNING APPROACH FOR MINER HOUSING
1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decades of the twentieth century, community participation has gained a momenrum recognition as an
integral part in the planning process. Despite its critics, the fact remains that major social project, like me housing
oflow income groups (rniners) in South Africa cannot disregard me significance of participation inme planning
process. This chapter discusses me concept of participation in planning theory, it looks at what is community
participation and its relevancy in planning for low-income groups in South Africa (miners).
2. PLANNING TIIEORY INCORPORATING PARTICIPATION
The acceptance of public participation in me planning processes and problems with its application in practice
resulted in the development of various approaches to planning. Most of these approaches aimed to strengthen the
participation process. The following planning theory Or approaches listed below have the potential to empower
community through participation, Advocacy planning (Paul Davidoff), Permissive planning (Webber 1978),
Mediation approach (Forester 1987). Transactive planning (Friedman 1973 ), and Promotive planning (John
Muller). A common thread in all these approaches is the importance they all place on community participation.
because of the housing strategy which the miners can use to house themselves (Co-operative housing) we will
focus on community participation as a planning process, because of its emphasis on dialogue. reflection and
critical thinking which are consistent with the objectives of en-operative planning. which seeks to empower
members.
3. THE THEORETICAL BASE OF PARTICIPm
DIE EMERGENCE OF PARTICreATION IN BRIDSH PLANNING
The principal causes of complaint about the decision-making process in planning, which contribute to the
unforUmate image of the planners. that is communicated by me media, which have been the approval for major
development without prior exposure of the proposals for public involvement/comment. me denial of a traclitional
property right in the interests of an anonymous public, the rehictance to reveal me magnitude or implications of
proposals, me anonymity of me final decision-making caucus, and the duration between submission of an
application and the receipts cause the planning process to be criticise. Most of these criticism point to me U,5eof
the comprehensive, elitist master plan approach to decision-making, in which me process proceeds along a p,9.m
dictated by me expert with perhaps a preconceived plan inmind, and ignorance of the aspirations or prefereme
of the client.
A. PARTICreA110N AND PLANNING tt947.19C.S)
In the decision-making process commonly pursued by local planning authorities in this period, the principal points
of contact for me public wim that process were :
1. 'The public notice columns of me local. press in which were 'publicised certain "bad neighbour" planning
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activities on applications, TIle Act of 1962 gave the right to the public to submit written representations
on the mat r to the local.plannlng authority before a decision was reached,
2, The register of all applications for planning permission and (' .e decision made in respect of those
s(9c4) and g.d.o 1950 article 12 required the register to be kept and to be open for public inspection.
3, The public notice columns of the local press, and the London Gazette, in which the local planning
authority was requited to publicise the submission of a development plan to the Minister, or of a review
or of a partial amendment, in the public announcement, a period was specified within which any person
could lodge and objection to the plan in writing to the Minister.·
Although some acts of citizen participation were required by statute, or were derived from planning legislation
throul:,".a series of statutory instruments, anl despite the specification of certain actions to be undertaken by local
planning authorities. much of the interpretation of the regulations was left to local discretion (Fagence M
1917:260-261),
B. tHE PLANNING ADVISORY GROup REPORT
The Ministry of Housing am local government set up the Planning Advisory Group in May 1964, The group cited.
amongst its main objectives to ensure that the planning system serves its purpose satlsfactorily both as an
instrument of planning policy and as a means of public participation in the planning process. to ger the level of
responsibility right (page :2), While the 1968 Act was being prepared, the Minister of Housing and local
government set up the Skeffington Committee to consider and report on the best methods, including publicity of
securing the participation of the public at the formative stages in the making of development plans for their area.
The. deliberations of the committee, which included the con, 'eration of more than four hundred submissions of
evidence or comment, and the benefit of discussions with selected bodies on draft memoranda, were published
in the form of a descriptive report with a schedule of recommendation in July 1969.
In summary and in sequence, the recommerdations were that:
L The public should be given information
2, The public should be advised of the availability of information
3, Public comment and representations should be accepted into the planning process continuously
4, The local planning authorities should convene community forums
S, The efforts of publicity should be directed widely
6, Communitydevelcpment officers should be appointed to secure the involvement of the traditional nOD-
joiners
7. Participants should be informed of the use made of their representations
8. Participation should have a diversity of expression, and
9. A general effort should be made to educate the public about planning matters and procedures. Many
commentators have observed that the recommendations are scarcely innovative, that they largely express
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con- . " .nocratic processes. and formalities, and that they conspicuously avoid the crucial and
contentious matters of means, costs, time, delay, competence of the public to participate, and so on.
The Town and Country Planning Act of 1971, section 8 and 12, embodies the ~ji;ri!of the Skeffington
recommendation, requiring local planing authorities to take steps "as will in their opinion" who may be expected
to want an oppornmiry to make representations "are made aware of their right and are given adequate opportunities
to make representations (section 8 Town and Country Planning Act 1911 pat! 11.8).
The Minister bas reserved the right (section 8(4» and 12(4» to require further publicity and public involvement
in respect of plans submitted to him before he would be willing to consider them. In a different vein Sherly
Arnstein (1968), an American planner, and scholars see participation not as holistic and comprehensive process
as the Skeffington Commission. but rather as characterised by degree of decision-making involvement. In what
she calls a ladder of cidzen participationmodel, she identifies eight degree of participation. They are summarised
as follows:
(See. Figure 18).
4. nEFIN1TTON OF PARTICIPATION
As defined by the Oxford dictionary, participation is the "action or fact of p.ut:~king or forming a part of "Majid
Rahema as cited in the Development Dictionary (1992) argues that pr.';.cipation could be either transitive or
intransitive, either morn! Or in moral, either forced 01' free, either manipulative or spontaneous. Transitive forms
of participation are by definidon, oriented towards a specific goal or target, while the intransitive forms the
subject lives the partaking process WiUl0UI any predefined purpose, for example listening without necessarily
seeking to achieve a particular objective. Participation may also acquire a moral aspect, according tv the ethically
defined nature of the goals its pursues. The World Bank distinguishes between direet participation and indirect
participation, The former refers to input .by the affected people over their development process, Indirect
participation on the other band refers to contributions .by different groups external to the affected groups.
Succinctly, participation can be said to be a two way communication process which involves promoting full,
understarding of the process and throngh which the problems and needs of the public are discovered. Considering
these various forms of participation, it is really difficult to define what true participation is.
rJlARA.CIERISTICS OF PARTICIPATION
L Participation is considered as a voluntary contribution by the people to one or another of the public
programme, supposed to contribute to National development, bue the people Me' nor expected to take part
in shaping the programme.
2. Participation includes people involvement in declsion-making processes, in implementing programmes
their ~g in the benefits of development programmes and their involvement in efforts to evaluate such
programmes,
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3. Community participation in development should be broadly understood as the active involvement of
people in the decision-making process in so far as it affects them.
4. Community involvement means that people who have both the right and the duty to participation in
solving their own problems, have a greater responsibilities in assessing the needs, mobilisinj local
resources and suggesting new solutions, as well as creating and maintaining local organization.
5. Participation is considered to be an active process, meaning that the person or group ill question takes
initiatives and asserts hislher on its autonomy to do so.
5. WHAT I~ COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION?
'The participatory models were mainly influence by the realisation that without community involvement in any
sphere of public planning there can be 00 justice. and without justice life becomes brutish and destructive of both
the self and other" (Freidmann 1973).
It is now common knowledge that most third world governments are unable to meet the problems which derive
from the expansion of the cities and population growth. The reason for such problems vary from one locality to
amther. Generally the problems are associated with scarce re- ources, weak and iaadeqt e lnstitudonal structures
at local governmen; level, lack of transparency and accountability. Community participation is seen as a process
that seek to address and ensure that the right of individuals are respected. On the other hand is a concept based
on the first observation of individual rights bl't with own additional factor of empowerment of individuals.
6. WHY COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION?
"There is little evidence to suggest that decision-makers and planners have sought to understand me beliefs held
by members of deprived communities" [Muller J. 1994J.
The community in the planning context refers to people who live in the area and are immediately affected by the
proposals, however the eommunlty or public should be seen as a homogeneous entity since it comprises of
different groups with different interest e.g, women. man, me aged etc. Perticipation goes beyond what is defined
as "public" as other parties such as business, organised labour, parastatals etc. get involved in some participatory
adventures. These different groups may view participatlo 1from different lenses manifesting indifferent objectives.
In this era of democracy people have the right to know what development are to take place in an area inwhich
tIM:yhave an interest and what could happen if development has to take place. The participation approach pennits
for the collection of informr,tion which is most believed to be accurate and representative of the needs, priorities
and capabilities of local people.
Participation allows tor the delivery of better quality and demand responsive needs, for example the communlty
must decide on an appropriate level of housing they need, is it rental hOll.~ingor co-operative housing or home
...wnership, The basic concept of cornmunlty pnrticipatinn seems to te based on the desire to stimulate the
involvement of the public in planning and developmenr uers that corcerns them. The increasing importance
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of the :;ublic opinion in the planning process tends to change planning and development from predominantly one-
sided bureaucratic decision-making process to a process of participation that varies in scope and intensity
(Montomsery 1990).
APYANTAGESOFCO~TYPARTICWAnQN
1. Community participation creates a possibility for decision to be based on people's needs, priorates and
afford ability this may result in the better and realistic design plans, programmes and policies.
Moreover ie may increase the chance that people are willing and able to contribute their resources such
as money and labour towards implementation and operation and maintenance.
2. Community participation contributes to achieving the best use of limited financial resources,
3. Participation is a probable means to fertilise the ground for consensus building. The views of different
participants can be weight!d against each other 10 avoid misunderstanding and conflict in the process.
4, The community can put forth the crucial information that could be used in the decision-making process.
In addition. public participation may help to enhance public confidence in the authorities, participation
may provide a source of empowerment to the community, especially mine workers who have been
declined or have played. a very minimal role in development initiatives in South Africa. Information
obtained through participation is prone to transcend the scope of the project itself, for example tfmrl
to directly building of low- cost housing and indirectly by attracting same investments.
5. Public participation provides a forum from which a danger of prematurely raising people's expectations
is avoided. Hence. people might develops a sense of responsibility and project ownership.
6. Community participadon ensures a greater acceptance and appreciation of what ever is created
infrastructure, house etc, this may rp..ult in better care better maintenance even pride.
Community participation builds up the seli".mabllng and co-operative spirits of people, it will increase
people's self-relhnce, which is turn will decrease the need for government resource inputs.
7. Community participation may also been seen as a tool for building beneficiary capacity, to increase the
self-reliance of both households and the community and increase commitment to the upkeep of
community facilities and infrastructure (Devas and Rakodi 1.993).
It is under the above observation that a study based on the theory of participation and empowerment is seen
relevant to planning for an affordable housing strategy for mine workers inSouth Africa.
mSAPYAN1'AGES OF COMMJJN!TY PARTICIPATION
1. TIle tlisadvantage of public participation includes the potenial for confusion of the issues, due to the fact
that many new ideas of problems are introduced such an understanding precipitates a stop-start lXU$
which tends to prolong the duration of the project and thus people are susceptible to
disillusionment.
2. Public participation may lead to project sabotage,
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3. Participation can also be undermined if people feel they do not have power.
EASTICIeATION IN HOUSING
"No informed person call now deny the fact that affordable housing for the vast majority spends on responsible
personal and local decision-making and control as much as an market forces and state power. This is more
immediate and obvious in third than first world countries" (Tuner J.C 1992). There are reasons why cOmnluni~
participation is relevant to low income Housing project.
1. Community participation is a right, people have a to participate in decision-making which directly affects
their living conditious. Community participation is a form of grassroots democracy (IJNeHS 1983 : 6).
2. Community participation is a means to achieve better project result and consequently better housing
conditions for the community, Since people themselves know best what they need. what they want and
what they can afford, only close co-operation between authorities and community can result in project
which satisfy both the community and the authorities. The objective of community participation is
project effectiveness (Paul 1987:3).
The emphasis of this argument is to convince residents that their co-operation and giving of ideas will enable
planners to produce plans which are for the community benefit. participation is then a moral obligation for
residents to assist the experts,
COrjCUISION
1. TIle societal values underlying public participation are many. Among the many is to protecting public's
right. guarding the public interest, maintain the stability of the society and reducing the alienating Of
individual with a large technical society,
2. Whatever the philosopby and practice of democracy that is subscribed to as in South Africa. it is
certainly the case that the idea of public participation is here to stay in South Africa, and when its
benefits to society are considered. it because important to make all possible efforts to include public
participation in the local process.
3. The most important reason for adopting public participation lies in the namre of contemporary society.
At present the world order is changing political. economically, technically and socially, Democratic
structures, liberallsation at trade. flexible specialisation and globalization are part of the new democracy
structure in the post modem era.
Dalton (1993) once subscribed to the idea that a t!teory base on participative democracy, sustain ability and
empowerment ethics will he in a better position to guide the profession as it moves into the past modem era of
planning, In the following chapter we will look at the case study Carletonville.
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CHAPTER 7
CASE STUDY: CAB.LETONYILLE
A. BRIEF mSIORY OF CARLEIONYILLE
Carletonville is situated between Wltswatersrand and Kimberley to the Northern Cape province. The first white
to settle in this area was Mr P M de Beer, who settled at Twyfelvlakte on 30 June 1871. The area was declared
a town in 1948 on the farm of Twyfelvlakte IQ286 in the district of Potchesfstroom . The name Carletonville
came from the mire engineer of Goldfields named Guy Carletonville Jones. He was the first man 10 discover gold
in the area called Wits Gold Line Area of which Carletonville was part of this area. The development of gold
discovering started at Blyvooruitzicht in 1937, followed by West Drienfonrein, 1945 and Doorufontein in 1947:
in 1963 gold was discovered in the east of West Drienfontein mine on the farm Drienfontein IQ 614.
IlESCRJJeIION OF r.fiU.B.EA
Carletonville is situated in Oberholzer district and around it there are farms, gold mines and small towns and
townships (See Figure 18).
From the East is Driefontein IQ 113 and Oog van Wonderfontein IQ 110, from the North West. there are farms
which lire called Welverdienc lQ97 and from South is Kleintontein hum IQ 141, Deelkraal IQ142, Buffelsdoom
IQ 143, Blandsfomein IQ 115 and Oog van Elandsfontein IQ 114.
TOPOGRAPHY
Carletouville is a village which bas grddient rife on the North side and on the South side there are Wonderfontein
spruit which is a dolomite area. The village Wonderfontein is a drainage village which flows to the Mooi river
in the west. There are also sink holes in this area.
5.O..lLS
The most type of soils you find in Oberholzer district are Hutton aoo Clavelley soil which are in colour red and
yellow. In. the dolomite area south, the soil has lot of rocks, and in the north and west along the Wonderfontein
loop the soil type is turf and clay soil. The type of rainfall In this area is summer rainfall.
POPllLA!lQN
(Figure 19 for population groups in the area)
In 1980 Carletonville bad ihe biggest population growth tota1104452. In 1980/81 the Town council had a housing
schemes worth R14 million which doubled in 1984. After three (3) that is in 1987 a Town extension number six
(6) was developed for industrial use, town extension number 15 and number 16 in the same year. The Town
Council has 784 flats and 4339 house fat white in the town but this has increase now. (See Figure 20).
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TOWN AMOUNT UNITS ROOMS SINGLE AMOUNT OF
OF QUATERS PEOPLE
HOUSES (BEDS)
CARLET0NVILLE 4339 814 643 156 20597
WEI:.VERDIBND 488 .dO 0 0 2072
WELVERDIEND (AJH) 19 0 0 0 76
BLYBANK 126 0 0 0 504
WATER'S EDGE (AIH) 51 0 0 0 204
SUB TOTAL FOR
CARLE1'ONVILLE 5023 854 643 156 23453
BLYVOOR 989 20 48 5972 10036
CEMENTATION 16 0 0 0 64
DEELKRAAL 461 42 31 7080 9081
ELANDSRAND 420 55 8 6000 7853
DOORNFONTEIN 65 14 54 7212 7568
EAST DRIEFONTEIN ! 109 118 64 13000 17854
WEST DRlEf'ONTEIN 280 0 0 15840 16960
WESTERN DEEP
LEVELS , 290 4 0 18399 19511-
SUB TOTAL MINES 3630 253 205 73503 88987
KHUTSONG
FORMAL 'UNITS 5566 ± 150 000
INFORJ'yiALUNITS 12000
26219 1 107 848 73659 262440
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In 1960 there was already 300 permanent houses and 500 single Structures in this black township. The then Bantu
Committee was organised to run this township, small business was encourage in this area and black dealers were
available in Khutsong township. In 1988Khutsong had many of the infrastructure in place like;'the electricity and
road construction who were used,
B. HISTORY O.E...EJ.,ANPSRANP GOLDMJNE COMPANY
Elandsrand gold mining Company limited was incorporated on 27 June 1974 to conduct gold mining operations
in an area comprising 2619 hectares in the Oberholzer and Potchefstroom districts of the then Transvaal. The mine
forms part of the West Wits line and the Ventersdorp Contact reef which is exploited. The mine was established
and brought to production faster than any other deep mine in South African gold mining history. This was made
possible by time-saving innovations in shaft pre-sinking, headgear construction, the main operations and
underground development. Elandsrand officially entered production in December 1978, by producing its first bar
of gold, by which time expenditure on capital works totalled Rl72 million. Since it started production,
Elandsrand's output has been 42125 kilograms of gold. this has earned R625 million in revenue and R282 million
profit. After production, various problems were encountered, including extensive underground faulting. The sub
vertical shafts were compieted in June 1984 to provide access to the deep lying, high grade Ventersdorp Contact
reef. Mining of reef front this shaft system began towards the end of 1987. The mine has +_10 000 employees.
TIle primary objectives of this company are:
1. To maximise profitability by making optimum use of resources. thereby providing satisfactory returns
for the shareholders.
2. To achieve and maintain the necessary flexibility to meet fluctuating gold prices and changing political,
sociological, economic and technological circumstances.
3. To make a meaningful contribution to the welfare of the community in which it operates.
4. To implement major housing programmes to meet the ultimate objective of extending to employees the
opportunity of living with their families in a normal scciety,
5. To promote the security aOO. well-being of all employees by providing safe working conditions, medical
care and other service conditions.
6. To further the development and advancement of employees by providing training and selection based
solely on merit and ability.
7. To encourage a positive attitude to industrial relations, to seek means to increase employee loyalty and
to work with the unions to remove discrimination from the regulations governing mining practices.
~SIDP SCHEME
The company and certain other companies administered by Anglo-Gold Corporation of South Africa Limited
participate ina ho~ ownership scheme, establlshed in 1979, to assist employees in obtaining their own houses
either by building or purchase from the respective participant companies or on the open market.
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HOUSING AT ELANPSRANP MINE
In 1978 there were 308 whites and 3500 blacks who were accommodated in the mine. In 1988 the number has
increase white mine workers has increase to 899 and blacks to 8621 in the mine accommodation. Flats. and
houses were build in the year 1975 at Elandsridge, and hostels near the mine. Other white mine workers of
Blandsrand mine stayed in the town WeJvediend. Houses for senior black workers was build at Wedela. Single
workers were also allowed to stay dtere . Ten (10) completes (hostels) which was also single flats up to third
floor was built. Gardens was brought in progress in front of every flats. In [988 the complex was fully furnished
to accommodate 7000 of the 10300 mine workers. Culture activities, church facilities, sports was brought in
progressing, and it was only for black. mine employees of Elandsrand mine. The white wine employees had to
make use of Carletonville or Western Deep Levels for Church activities.
C. }YEDELA
Anglo-America &'I'OUpShad plan the Wedela area for Mine workers (Senior black mine workers). In December
1978 600 houses were already built, a fourth hostel was also in progress. A clinic, post office, shopping centre,
two primary and one secondary school and a technical high school were already available.
HISTORY OF 'YEDELA
All over the world "apartheid" has became a short hand description of South Africa's life. Ten (10) years before
the commencement of operations at Western Deep levels, Sir Ernest Oppenheimer launching number (2) two slui.fc
at Welkom gold mine in May 1947, said that it was Angto's aim to have the best possible housing conditions for
white staffs am materially to improve tile conditions in the housing of blacks workers. He felt Anglo's policy in
this regard ought to be "to create, within a reasonable time, modern na~ve villages", that would attract workers
from all over South Africa. The concept did not take root, however a new government came to power a year later,
and dedicated to its policy of apartheid, frowned upon the idea, insisting that workers should live in their own
territories and came to white areas only as migrant labourers • Through the years Anglo did not lose sight of this
matter of housing for black mine workers. In his report for 1975, the Chairman Dennis Etheredge said: "In the
long run over goal must be to stabilize the industry'S black labour force as for as possible ... "
"The provision of more married housing would be of inestimable help in that regard" he said, adding: "It is most
encouraging that. following discussions between the industry and govemment, we have been advised of new
arrangement which will permit senior married black employees from Soutl; Africa and the homelands to be housed
widl their families in black residential area where they are reasonably close .'.0 the mines". No sooner said than
done. "In the following year the chairperson reported thllt : "Western Deep Level has received permission from
the authorities to erc;ct in conjunction with Elandsrand Gold Mining COQ."Iany Limited, a new village for senior
married black employees. The first phase of the project comprise 600 three bedrooms houses. InDecember 1978.
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More than a quarter of a century after his plea in parliament, Mr Harry Oppenheimer officially opened Wedela
township, a residential area for senior black employees and their families. It lies between Western Deep and
Elandsrand two Anglo mines. Fred Bayley, the then Consulting Engineer to Western Deeps Levels, pointed out
in his report for 1978 that "one hundred and twenty six. (126) houses have been completed of which 26 are now
occupied, and it further 238 will be built in 1979. The town has grown since then, while the designs of the houses
differ, all are roughly the same size, comprising a lounge-dinning room, 6.. ee bedroom, kitchen. bathroom and
toilet, an enclosed court yard and a carport. Rentals range between R5 and RI0,73 a month and water and lights
were subsidized. Maintenance was the responsibility of Wedela Housing Department, which also employ a
horticulturist to assist residents in establishing gardens. Within a decade the first phase target of 600 houses had,
to all intents and purposes been reached. The road were tarred, residents have recreation club, there were schools
to cater for various age group, and a modem technical and commercial high school.
A creche was established to case for small children while their mothers go Out to work. A Clinic and ambulance
services take care of Health emergence, while the main hospital is a few kilometres away at the mine itself. While
a number of sites at Wedela have been set aside for Church, its only one that is in process of be completed, all
denomination use toe schools and Community halls for religious services and for various church activities. The
government'S scrapping of its policy of influx control in 1986 made it possible to extend the concept of bringing
workers families to the mine. Earlier the law had allowed not more: than three per cent (3%) of the mine's black
workers to be houses at the mine w'th their families, A poll conducted by Anglo-America indicated that of the
58000 married workers On its min '00 preferred to bring their families with them, choosing to live in houses
rather than alone in hostels for single men. In October the following year, the Corporation announced that its
black mine workers would be !liven the option of living with their familles in their own houses near the gold
mines where they are employed. For those who can afford them, thousands of houses for them was financed by
building sooieties in the usual way, and rentals have been calculated so as to put such houses within the financial
reach of the majority of black employees. In tit! middle of 1987 Anglo America announced a new housing policy.
The objective of this housing policy Was to give the employees the opportunity of owning their own homes. In
publicising Anglo's housing scheme, a government publication later said that "Anglo America Corporation is
working on a major project to give married employees the option of living with their families near the mines and
thus reducing the number it workers living in hostels" (J,Oxley 1989 : 169-170). The houses are for lease or for
sale for black employees in terms of a subsidized home owrership plan. A well equipped hospital at Western Deep
takes care of the health of some 30 000 workers.
WEDELt\ AND ITS DEVELOPMENT
Wedela as a township was administer and run by the Anglo-Gold mine until 1990 were the township was
proclaimed a local authority. In 1995 a democratically elected council carne into been Wedela Transitional Local
Council and Wedelil falls under the North West province in the new dispensation.
6S
THE SERVICES PROVIDED TO tHE LOCAL COUNCIL
1. Electricity supply from Escom via the mine
2. Water supply from Rand Water Board
3. Maintenance and service agreements is between the mine technical depart» ... , id the council.
4, The council administer for sewer plants,
WEI)ELA AND ITS DEVELOPMENT
1. Wedela is developed along the line of affordable housing using private and government funds.
2. A housing strategy for mine workers who does not qualify for market related houses, a housing co-
operative strategy or collective housing can assist in increasing the number of housing for low income
mines in this area.
3. The total of number of stand inWedela are 1179.
4. Approximate each stand value +_RW.Ooo which the Council had [0 buy ti .nine,
5. All stands are surveyed and general layout plans approved.
fROBl.EMS FACING WEDELA TRANSi:IIDNAL LOC.~ COUNCIL
1. ACCUMULATION OF ARREARS ON SERVICES BY INDIVIDUALS
The people in this area are not use to pay for the services, because mo~t of the people who SillYin this township
are mine workers and are used for subsidies services by the mine, (they used to pay between R5·Rl0 for the
service) when this village W3S change to a town council the mine also withdraw its subsidy for its workers; this
resulted in mire workers paying extra money (+._ 300 per month) for this services •.The culture of payment is low
in Ous area because of this mine subsidy for services,
2. QUTSTANDINGDEBT BYCOlINCIl4ro JltDNE ; R3.2 MILLIQN
The second problem is/was that the town courcil is in debt of &3,2 million before. 1998, for services like water
and electricity owning the mining company for electricity and Rand Water Board for water supply, but the
problems is been handle byjhe provincial government,
3. IRE TamP PRQBLEM IS THE RETRENCHED WORKERS
When the mine retrenched the workers (whomOStlystay in this area), it becomes difficult for them to pay for this
services, tills results inhigh debt for the council.
4. THE CQUNCIL DEBT QF R1.8 MILLI.QN
As for now the local council owe Rand Water Board and Eskom 1.8 million, and the council has start the
campaign of encourage people to pay for services.
5. .THEBE IS NO JOB CREAI.~
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There is no job creation project in this township nor local government nor the mining company is developing
other job creation project for the miners.
6. INFORMAL SETf.LEMENT ON UNPROCLAlMED~
In the earliest survey of lts kim, the Anglo-America Corporation established in 1986 that 38% of its African
labour force would like to settle in family based house near the mines, 62 % of an industry wide sample canvassed
by the NUM in October :990 wanted to live with their families close to their place of work. There are about
+~250 squatter senlement in Wedela in the unproclaimed land of the mines, most of which are mine workers who
have come and settle with their.families. The shack village shows clearly workers want to be able to live here
with their families, instead of JUSt men only in the hostel.
There are about three (3) different types of house in Wedela.
1. Mine houses
2. Bond houses (own houses)
3. RDp Houses
There are +_1573 houses in Wedela, and the number of people (population) in this area is about +_15000, there
are certain hectares of land which the provincial government has brought from the mines for building purpose
(ROP Housing Project).
D. CONCLUSI1i.N
The mine workers through housing co operative strategic can build houses for themselves using their housing
subsidies scheme and institutional housing subsidies from the government to house themselves. The NUM and
"."'g1o-Gold Corporation can sell this idea of housing cooperative for mine workers through their housing forum
which is in operation in Elandst Jd mine. There is a full time housing steward who can help the mines to house
themselves through this strategic.
:wHY M1NEWORKERS HAVE to USE IfI.1S..,SmAIE.GY
(Corporative housing strategic and institutional subsidies)
1. Most mine workers cannot afford market related houses because of their low income (+_900 per month
wage)
2. Most mine workers would like to seide with their families near the mines but the mine workers are not
sure about their future in the mires. as it was explain in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 t]rls strategic will help
the mine workers even ifhe what to go back ani buy or build p. house at his horne town, he will qualify
for individual subsidy at his area.
3. Because of the future of the mines in this area, the housing co-operative strategy can build houses for
its members at Wedela,
4. Most of the Squatter settlement in Wedela are mine workers who get thls "all inclusive housing ~
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if this strategy can be applied in this area, then it will solve the squatter settlement in this area aM
general in South Africa",
lncreasing numbers of black
married employees are being
given the choice of living with
their families near the mine. At
Wedela (right), a joint project
between EI;:Indsr;:lnd and Western
Oee[l Levels, there are now about
600 hcuslng units
FIGURE ~2'1
"
(Source :Elandsrand Annunal Report 1978)
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CHAPTERS
RECOMMENDATION AND CONCLUSION
A. RECQMrnffENO~
From the previous chapter of this study it is evident that the problem of accommodation from low income mines
can be solved. Because of the them government apartheid policy, this has resulted in the low incomes mines
depending on hostels for accommodation. The new housing schemes which have been in introduce in 1986 have
failed to solve the problem of housing low income groups lJ\;C".useof low income Which resulted in the low
income mines not qualifying for market related houses, which the scheme used. This housing scheme use
financial lnstirution to finance for house which is a problem for unskilled labour. The main reason what make
this housing policies/schemes to fail in the mine housing is bees .se there is no involvement of local government
aDd the workers when the mine owners draw up this housing policy. Given the political and economic changes
which we are facing in South Africa, in order to solve the housing problem for low-income mine workers, the
local government and the mining companies and the housing forums must rake note of the following
recommendations:
1. The Department of Housing must have a co-operative housing law;
2. There must be a housing forum in every mine which will involve the miners in the housing policy of the
mine, and educate the mines on housing issues;
3. 'TIlemajor reason for the failure of the scheme was the absence of consultation and participation of the
mine workers. There needs to be a community participation in the housing scheme;
4. Despite the drawback of paternalism, mining houses seem to be reluctant to change the hostel system
owing to cost constrainrs but this can be solved by involving the local government in mine housing
development;
5. Wage levels of the migrant mines are too low to enable them to pay for market-related family housing
they need to increase the wage of the miners;
6. In any event, in view of the limited availability of land for housing it would be difficult to provide all
employees with family accommodation; it is important that the local government and the mine rezone
some of their lands for housing purposes;
7. Housing could be made accessible to unskilled workers only by increasing their wages, but this would
have to go hand in hand with affordability of housing standards;
8. The building societies, banks, reed to be flexible on lending polley for low-income groups. (That is they
have to look at possibility of using pension scheme or allowance for housing);
9. The mining houses must start building homes for the workers;
10. Mining houses own large tracts of land which may be utilised for family housing:
11. The living-out allowance does not however address the acute shortage of land and housing, it could in
fact promote squatting which might have a negative effect in the productivity. So this allowance can be
changed into a loan housing allowance which the mines can loan against when he nxd'l money for
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housing;
12. TIle mines expected the state to carry the financial burden involved in the provision of infrastructure and
services, ;0 new township and extension and this can become possible only if the mine honses can start
to be involved with the local government in housing matter;
13, Lowe; income mines must developed houses along the line of affordable housing using private and
government funds;
14. A housing strategy for mine workers Who does no qualify for market-related houses, a housing co-
operative strategy or collective housing can assist in imreasing housing for miae workers or depopulating
hostels for low-income mines;
15. Because there is no other job creation around the mines in South Africa, the mine owner and the local
government can build houses in order to densify these areas and can attract investment for other job
related projects:
16. All workers should receive a housing aW)W[lD::ewhich is above l5% and should have tv pay for their
housing in order to develop the culture at' payment for service;
17. The possibllty of encouraging family workers to build their own houses should be investigated;
18. TIle mining company must adopt a policy of experimentation and thereby learns from its experience on
housing issues because their conditions are not the same;
19. TIle present pension scheme can/should be re-examined in order to ensure that it is adequate for a deposit
for a house;
20. In keeping with the objective of promoting self-sufficiency, the possibility of encouraging family
workers 10 build their own homes should be investigated, whether at around the mine or in the township
or in the town that is immaterial;
21. Hostel dwellers must start to participate in the development of local government activities, and if
ossible, the ongoing negotiation between the local government and mine owners must continue 10
develop the housing issues;
22. Mine workers must become part of the local community;
23. There must be government regulations on minimum standards of housing of workers:
24. Workers must be fully involved ai all levels of decision-making (join; decision with management) on
housing including in the following;
making and changing company housing policy;
choice of land and area where workers want to live;
involvement in all monitoring and evaluation of housing implementation;
workers must have the right to plan their own housing according to their needs and the
conditions in their area. All workers must have equal and fair treatment;
government and employers must provide community facilities, where there is none;
c9mpanies must make cheap land accessible. Mine workers must be part of the local community
and take part in the community elections;
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where mines own tracts of land, they should make such land available to workers and the
surrounding community (wherever feasible).
In conclusion. the mines company must stop this top-down approach to miners on housing issues, there needs to
be community participation from all parts of the community, local government, the local community, the mine
owners and the mine workers.
B. CONCLUSION
The study was designed to look at housing for low-income miners and come up with. a housing strategy that can
solve the problem of housing for low-income mines in South Africa. However, there was some problem in this
research:
1. There is no policy on the hostels
2. There is no policy on private hostels which most mine. workers are housed
J. Chamber of Mines does. not have a housing policy for its members, each mine has its own housing policy
which is different from one place to another
4. TIle role of the gcvenment in the mine section is not clearly stated; there is no communication between
the provincial government and the mine company
5. Housing for low-income mines is seen to be a problem for the local government and the local
government see that as the problem for mine companies
5. The top-down approach of the mines is still entrenched in the mining houses
7. There is no housing education for the mines either from the government nor from the mine owners.
8. The government has not drawn up minimum standards for employers workers housing and oblige all
employers to meet these standards,
Gh'en the above, Shortcoming. of this study it was impossible to come up with all overall reflection of
accommodation for Black mine workers in this country.
Nonetheless, the srudy as it W'.lS aimed, managed to come up with a housing strategy which Call be used to house
low-income mine workers and has managed to look at Institutional housing subsidies which can be used as a
deposit for co-operative housing.
The study bas identified that there is no effective community participation in housing policy of the mine houses,
this results in failure of these schemes.
The study has identified that most mine workers' wanted to come and stay with their families in the nearby
worldng area, the problem is that of affordabillty for houslng and the housing strategy which is proposed. Co-
operadve hoastng strategy can overcome this problem.
The present housing poIicyof the mille company need to be reviewed in ower to adjust them with the
changing ~tuation which we are facing in South Africa.
People must be accommodated in what they can afford to pay. The study has identified that low-income
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mine workers qualify for government subsidies (RDP housing) and ..if they included dIe all-inclusive
allowance then they can use housing co-operative to house themselves.
We have identified that the all-inclusive benefit which is an alternative for hostel accommodation leads
to squatter settlements around the mine areas which clearly shows that low-income miners want to stay
wi th their families.
Most J1lining companies are not willing to give up land or rezoning for housing development.
The mine company does not encourage the workers to have that culture of payment for services
especially those who stay-in the hostel.
Most mine workers have two homeslhouses - one in the mines (which is hostel), and the other house is
in hometown. This results in duplication of resources instead of the mine worker can come with his
family in the area.
Most of tbe mining policies enacted by the different mining houses ignores the socio-economic realities.
of the country, ego Increase in the bank interest rates and the government subsidies.
C.QNCLUSION
Using co-operative strategies. mine workers can build houses for themselves, tapping the resources of their own
company housing subsidies as well as the state's housing gram, where applicable.
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APPENDIXl
The following outline provides the standard elements of co-operative rules:
1. !HE....QCCUPANCYAGRF.EMENT
The formal statement of name, address, and nature of business (l.e, non-profit, housing provision, etc ) is an
important procedure in the registration and subsequent recognition of the organization.
2. ORIECTIYES
The objectives of the cooperative organization usually involves procurement of loans, technical assistance
provision and acquisition of land and materials.
3. MEMBERSHIP QUALIFICATIONS
Although "open"membership is one of the principles pf cooperatives, in practice eligibilitY is legally determined.
Conditions for membership could stipulate age, geographic origin, for example.
4. TRANSFER/TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP
In the even of termination or transfer of membership, regulations have to indicate procedures. In the event of
prevention of speculation, it is customary for the supervising organization (0 introduce regulations concerning
conditions of sale.
S. RIGID'S AND DI1TIES
In the official documentation the rights and dudes of members need to be stipulated in detail. These include
financial obligations, the rights to occupy and rhe conditions of transfer,
6. EllND.S.
Regulations of how commune funds are to be spent are pre-determined,
7. SURPLUSES
Since the motivation for coops are non-profit, it is necessary to indicate the most equitable way of spending
surpluses. Where a national structure to oversee co-operatives exist, additional funds are usually spent for the
creation of new co -ops,
8. ACCOUNTING AND AWJT
As co-ops would be registered as public ventures, the South African legal fraternity demands annual revision of
accounts by qualified persons,
9. GENERAL!MEETING
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The general meeting is an important institution in the individual co-op where the business of co-op is formally
executed. Power is to be democratically controlled within this setting. Legally, therefore, this institution holds
the highest authority.
10. .QJ3.GANlZATIONOF$ELF-HELP CONSTRUCTION
When co-ops are created. for the construction of housing units, the duties of members are tormalized in the
agreement.
11. SPONSQRINGAGENCY
Liability to the sponsoring agency (is) are usually legally expressed.
12. DISPUTES
A legal clause bas to be government representative usually acts in this capacity.
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Date
TO
F=ROM
ELANDSRAND GO •.J) MINING COMPANY LIMITED
FORM H5
HOUSING ASSISTANCE
..~., , , .
TIME OFFICE\HQUSING O!:PARTMENT
HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICER
Please note that Mr\Mrs\Miss " will be providing his\her own
accommodation. He\she will reside at the following address:
Please Pay the appropriate allowance with effect from:
Employee no.
Occupation
Section
SIGNED:
HOUSING\H5
SINGLE ALlLOWANCE
MARRIED EMPLOYEE RECEIVING ACCOMMODATION
ALLOWANCE
MARRIED WOMEN
NO ALLOWANCE EG. VACATION STUOENnTEMPORARY
EMPLOYEE
APPENDIX 2
ELANDSRAND GOLD MINING COb1PANY LIMITED
FORM H1\ 'J1r HOUSING ALI:QCATION REqUEST
Date: ~"., ·.."..t,."t,.io ••••••••••
TO: HOUSING OEPARTMENT
ELANOSRAND GOLD MINe
FROM: HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICER
Kindly allocate suitable accommodation to the following employee:
Name •t"', ••••••1.1.1i••••• 'fill' 1.",., 1Ii .1Ii. I' ••• II •••••• , It ~,-, II. '., ••••••
Industry number 1Ii"'-' ." •• :••• , ••• ~ i ••• ,., ••• II",. iii •• , I •••• ,'I •••••••.• ,. ~"o"'~' ~ •••• , •••••••••• It t
Company number : 1Ii ••••••••••••••• " ••••• , •••••••• i ••••• , ••••••••••••••• , ••• :••••••••• illi •••••••• '•
.......... ~••••••••••••••• i •••• ,01.... Paterson grade: .•...•..•.,.
Engagement date ••••••• ~II •• '•••••• , ••••• 1,•••••• .-•• Ii.t •• " •• it •••• ill" 'iI' •••••.••••,., ,••••10;'
New engagement
Transfer
Promotion - moving to house of entitlement
Change in marital status
Demotion
Lateral
Address _requested: " •.•_..•..~._."iI ••••• ~••• , ••• -•• -.••••• ,~••••• , ~~ I.' ••• iI"'.' ••
Received:
HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICER HOUSING OFFICER
I DO UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT GIVING FALSe INFORMATION, MY
HOUSING APPLICATION WILL BE REGARDED AS INVALID ANO THAT IWILL NOT
QUALIFY FOR ACCOMMODATJON\BE REQUeSTED TO VACATE THe PREMISES
WitHIN 24 HOURS.
SIGNED:
EMPLOYEE
REF.: HOUSINC.t'H"
11\1PALAPLATL,U~I: WORKERS' HOUSING ALLO\VA~CES
Job grade . Salary I Housing allowance
2 825 :260
3 , 930 260
4 , 1016 266I
5 1 158 : 372
6 , I333 ;372
7 i 1 582 ;372
I
8 I 1 900 ; 478,
............~
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